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PAGE 263

ON C.OHMITTtE AGEIIOA- SUBCOHM., NAT. RESOURI.ES, 212
HOS, 3:00 PH, 04/Zo
ON COHHITTcE M,ENDA- NATURAL RESOURC�S, 413 C, l:30
PH, 05/ 10/6.:,

COMM. REPORT• C./� av NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 00486; NOW
IN APPRCJPR IATlONS
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- APPROPRIATIONS, 21 HOB, a:oo AH,
06/01/83
COMM. RloPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CAUNDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 01027
PLACEO c.tl SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IDEN./SIH. SENATE
BlLL SUbST!TUTED; LAID ON TABLE UIIOER RULE,
IOEN. /SlH./CUHPARE BILL PASSED, R EFER TO C./S SB 459
(CH. 83-358) -HJ 01108

H 0829 GENE RAL BILL BY SELPH ANO OTHERS (IDENTICAL S 0451, COMPARE CS/H 1217)
Ill.UDR fUi;L lAlll REPEAL� s. bl UF CH. 83-3, LAWS CF FLORIDA, WHICH
PROVIDES FOR REPEAL OF PROVISIONS WHICH ALLOW REFUND OF COUNTY GAS TAX t
SALES TAX PAID ON 110TOR FUEL USED IN VEHICLES OPERATED BY COUNTIES,
HUNICIP ALITIES, L SCHuOL DISTRICTS. EFFECTIVE OATt: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/83 HOUSE NUTE: AHENOS �8 8-A (CH. 83-31; FILED
04/1 1/83 HOU�E INTR OOUCEU, RcFERRED TO TRANSPORTATIOK, FlNAKCE L
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIO NS -HJ 00139
U4/28/83 HOUSE SUSREFERRED TO SUBCOHHITTEE ON OVER�lGHT/LOCAL
GOVERNMENT; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBC01111, TRANSP., 24
HOB, 3:15 PM, 05/02/83
U�/05/83 HOUS< ON COMMITTEE AbtNDA- TRANS PORTAT ION, 21 HO B, 1:45 PH,
05/09
05/11/83 HOUSt COHN. REP OR T: FAVORABLE BY TRANSPORTA TION -HJ 00384;
NOW IN FINANCt t TAXATION
05/U./83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AbE N□A-- FOR SUBREFERRAL, 21 HOB, UOO PM,
05/18/83
Ob/0.\/U HOUSE INUEF. POSTPONtO t W/0 ISCR 12091; WAS lN COHH; !SC
BILI.. PAS-'ED, SEE C/S HB 1217 ICH. 83-137)
H 0830 GENERAL BILL/CS BY CORRECflONS, PROBATION & PAROLE, SELPH !IDENTI CAL
C�/S 02601
C.OUNTX & MINICIPAI l&W fNf(llCtMFNJ: PROVIDES fCR FINANCIAL
RtSPONSJBILlT Y FUR CERTAIN EXPENSES PROV IDE D TO ARRE STED PERSUN S;
AUTHORlZES COUNTY t MUNICIPAL DtTENTION FACILITIES TO SEEK RE1H8URSEHENT
FuR MEDJCAL EXPENSES PAID CN BtHALF OF PRlSONERS, Ht. CREATES 901.35,
951. 032. EFFECTlVE OATt: 10/01/83.
04/05/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE INTROUUCfD, REFERRED TO CORRECTIONS, PROBATlON t
PAROLt, A�PROPRIATIONS -HJ 00139
05/05/83 HOUSf: SU8REFEAAED Tu SUBCOMMITTEE ON lNSTITUTIONS
05/06/83 HOUSE ON COHHlTT•E AGENDA- SUBCOHM, CORRECTlONS, 317 C, 1:00
PH, 05/lV/83; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA, PENDIN{, SUBCOMMITTEE
ACTlON-- CURRtCTlONS, 317 C, 2:30 PH, 05/10/83
OS/17/83 HOUSE COM. REPc.RT: C/S BY CORRECTlONS, PROBATION t PAROLE
-HJ 00461; NO• IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/20/83 HOUSE WITHDRAl<N FRuH APPROPRlATJONS -ttJ 005l9; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
05/30/8.\ HOUSE C/S READ flkST ANO SECOND TIMES; READ THIRD TIME; C/S
P ASSE□; YtA> i08 NAYS
7 -HJ 00807
05/30/83 SENATE IN MESSAGtS
Oo/01/83 SENATE RECEIVED; PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR; SUBSTITUTED
FOR CS/�8 260; �ASSEO; YEAS 34 NAYS
O -SJ 00648
06/01/63 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLtD
06/09/63 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFILERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED bY GuVERNOR CHAPTER NO. B3-189
06/22/83
H Ob3I GENERAL BILL BY RICHMOND (SIMILAR EN{,/S 06711
!IAR8JEP WCIIEN'S pgppEgJ.:,:; PROVIDES THAT CONVEYAN CES OR MORTGAGES OF REAL
PROPERTY EXECUTED BY A MARRltD WOMAN WITHOUT JOINOlR OF HER HUSBAND
BEFORE CERTAIN DATE ARE VA LIO; PROVIDE� TlHE LIMITATION FOR ACT IONS
CONHSTlNG VALIDITY OF SlA.H CONVEYANCES OR MORTGAGES, ETC. AMENDS
709.08. EFFHIIVE DATEI UPON btCOMING LAW.
04/0S/83 HOU�E FILED
CONTINUcO ON NEXT PAGt

FLORIDA LEGULATURE - REGULAR SESSIO N - 19&3
HISTORY Of SENATE BILLS
U6/0�/83 SE NATE

INDEFIN ITELY PO�TPONEO & W/D ISCR 1io9); WAS ON
CALENDAR

S 0260 btNERAL BILL /CS bY ECONOMIC, CuKKUNITY ANIJ CONSUMER AFFAIRS, KIRKPATRICK
l!DtNTICAL CS/H OB3ul
COUNTY L MUtil.ilfAL LAW t:NfffiCEHtNI ; PROV IDES FOR F l""ANCIAL
RESPCJhSili!LlTY FOR CERTAIN EXHNSES PRO�IDED TO ARRESTED PtRSONS;
AUTHOR12ES COUNTY & MUNICIPAL DtT ENTION FACILITIES TO SEEK REIMBURSEMENT
FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES P AID ON bEHALF OF PRISONtRS ETC. CREATES 901.35,
951.0H. EFF ECTIVE DATE: IO/ul/63.
02U5/83 SENATE PREFILED
03/10/83 SENATE RtFERREO TO EC ONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMtR AFFAIRS,
CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE, APPROPRIATIONS
04/05/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, RtfERRED TO ECONOMIC, CClMMUNlTY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANl:J PAROU,
APPR OPRIATI ONS -SJ 00021
04/15/63 SENATE EXTENSJIJ'j OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE tCONOHlC, COIIHUNITY
AND CON:.c.JllfcR AFFAIRS
04/22/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEc AGENDA- ECCA, 04/20/8�, 2:00 PM, RM. H
04/26/83 SENATE COHH. REPOKT: C/S BY ECONOMIC, COll/1UNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS -SJ 00200; C/S READ FIRST TIME 05/05/83
-SJ 00218
04/29/83 SE NATE NOW IN CORRECTIONS, PROBATION •No PAROLE -SJ 00200
05/05/63 SENA TE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- CORRE�TIDN�, P � P, 0�/09 /83,
2:00 PM, 1!11. f>
0 5/0 9/83 SENATE COMM. REPCRT: FAVORABLE BY CORRECTIONS , PRObA TiuN ANO
PAROLc -SJ 00241
O!i/10/83 �ENA TE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00241
05/lo/83 SENATE EXTENSII.N Of T IME GRANTED COMMITTEc APPROPR IATIONS
05/30/83 SENATE tXTENSILN Of TIME GRANTED COMMITTE1: APPRllPRIATlONS
05/,1/83 SENA TE WITHD RAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00572; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
Oo/01/83 SENAlc PLACED CN SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ u0585; C/S
O -SJ 00629; RECONSIDERED;
PASSED; YEAS ;5 NAYS
IOEN./SlM. HOIJSE BILL suaSTIT UHO; LAID ON TABLE Ul,LltR
RULE, IDEN./SIM./CO MP ARE BILL PASSED, REHR TO C /S HB
a�o (CH. 83-169) -SJ 00648
:, 0261 GENERAL &ILL BY KIRKPATRIC� !SIMILAR CS/H 0956, COMPARE H 115',,
CS/S 00531
Ul,WLQRy & IJa.tUltll; SPECIFIES ALTERNATIVE METHOD S bY WHICH LANOLORO MAY
RtCOVER PDSSES!>lfJN OF NGI-AESIOENTIAL PREMI SES; PROVIDE� ADOITlONAL
OUTHS FOR CERTAIN �ERVIc.t Of SUMMONS FOR REMOVAL (If A TENANT; RtOH!NES
"OWELLlNC. UNIT", HC. A MENDS CH. 83. EFFECTIVE DATE: Ob/22/63.
OL/25/8; SENATE PREfILtO
03/10/8; SENA TE REFE RRED TU ECONOMl C, C OMMUNITY AND C ONSUMER A ffA IRS
04/05/63 SENA Tt INTRODUCED, RtfERRED TO ECONOMIC , COMMUN ITY ANO
CONSU MER AFFAIRS -SJ 00028
04/08/83 :,ENA TE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- ECCA, 04/12/83, 2:00 PM, RM. H
04/12/63 SEN,HE COMM. REPORT: 1-AVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00109
0',/21/63 SENATt PLACED u-1 SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AHENOEO;
O -SJ 00157
YEAS 35 NAYS
O',/Zb /83 HOUSE IN MESSAGtS
04/28/d; HUUSE RECE IVcD, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00254
04/29/83 H OUSE SU8REFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER, PROBATE ANO
FAMILY LAW; ON COMMITTEE A GENDA- SUBCOMH., JUDICIARY,
212 HO&, a,oo AM, 05/04/83
05/04/63 HOU!>!: ON COMMITT�E AGENDA- JUDICIARY, �17 C, B :uo AM,
05/0b/8�
05/10/83 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACtD ON CALENDAR
B Y JUDICIARY -ttJ 00383
05/16/83 HOU St SUBSTITUTto FOR HB ll5',; READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00415;
AMENDME NTS ADOPTED -HJ 00416
05/17/83 HOUSE R EAD THIRU TIME -HJ 00433; AMENDMENT ADOP TED; PAS SED AS
AHENOEO; YEAS ll0 NAYS O -ttJ 00436
05/19/83 SENA TE IN MHSAGtS
05/30/63 >ENA Tt CONCURRED IN ONE AMENOHENT; AMEl�MENTS TO HOUSE
AMENDMENTS ADOPT ED; CONCURRED IN HOU>E AMENOMtNTS AS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-188
320.01

Definitions,

general.--As

except as otherwise provided:

CHAPTER 83-188

used

in the Florida Statutes,

(29) "Golf cart" means a motor vehicle desig ned and manufactured
for operation on a golf course for sporting or recreational purposes.

Section 320.105, Florida Statutes, is created to read·

Section 4.

320.105 Golf carts; exemptions.--Golf carts, as defined in s
320.01(29), when operated in accordance with s. 316.212, are exempt
from the provisions of this chapter which require the registration of
vehicles or the display of a license plate.
Section 5.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

Approved by the Governor June 22, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 23, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-189
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 830
An

act

relating

creating

s.

to

county and municipal law enforcement;

901.35,

Florida

Statutes;

providing

for

financial responsibility for certain expenses provided to
arrested persons; creating s. 951 032, Florida Statutes;

authorizing

county and municipal detention facilities to

seek reimbursement for medical expenses paid on behalf of
prisoners; providing that prisoners who willfully refuse
to cooperate with such reimbursement efforts not receive
gain-time; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
901.35

Section

901.35, Florida Statutes, is created to read

Financial responsibility for medical expenses.--

(1) Notwithstanding
any
other
provision
of
responsibility for paying the expenses of medical care,

hospitalization,

and

law,
the
treatment,

transportation for any person 111, wounded, or

otherwise injured during or at the time of arrest for
of
state law or county or municipal ordinance

any violation
shall be the

responsibility of the person receiving such
care,
treatment,
hospitalization,
and transportation
The provider of such services
shall seek reimbursement for the expenses incurred in providing
medical care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation from the

following sources in the following order:

(a) From insurance companies, health care corporations, or other
sources if the prisoner is covered by an insurance policy or
subscribes to a health care corporation or other source for those
expenses.

(b)

From

the

person

receiving

hospitalization, or transportation.

727

the

medical

care,

treatment,

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-189

CHAPTER 83-189

(2) Upon a showing that reimbursement from the sources listed in
subsection (1) is not available, the costs of medical
care,
treatment, hosp1tal1zation, and transportation shall be paid:
(a) From the general fund of the county in which the person was
arrested 1f the arrest was for violation of a state law or county
ordinance; or
(b) From the municipal general
violation of a municipal ordinance.

fund

if

the

arrest

was for

The responsibility for payment of such medical costs shall exist
until such time as an arrested person is released from the custody of
the arresting agency.
(3) An arrested person who has health insurance, subscribes to a
health care corporation, or receives health care benefits from other
sources shall assign such benefits to the health care provider.

Section 951.032, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Section 2.

951.032

Financial responsibility for medical expenses.--

(1) A county or mun1c1pal detention facility incurring expenses
for providing
medical
care,
treatment,
hospitalization,
or
transportation may seek reimbursement for the expenses incurred in
the following order:
{a) From
the
prisoner
or person receiving
treatment, hospitalization, or transportation.

medical

care,

(b) From insurance companies, health care corporations, or other
sources if the prisoner or person is covered by an insurance policy
or subscribes to a health care corporation or other source for those
expenses.
(2) A
prisoner
who
receives
medical
care,
treatment,
hospitalization, or transportation shall cooperate with the county or
municipal detention fac1l1ty 1n seeking reimbursement under paragraph

(l)(b) for expenses incurred by the facility

prisoner

who

willfully

efforts of the detention facility
provided by s. 951.21.
Section 3.

for

the

prisoner.

A

receive

gain-time

as

refuses to cooperate with the reimbursement

shall

not

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

Approved by the Governor June 22, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 23, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-190
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 927
An

act

relating

to

saltwater

fisheries;

creating

s.

370.1585, Florida Statutes, creating the Hernando-Pasco
Citrus
Counties
Shrimping
and
Crabbing
Advisory
Committee; providing for appointment, terms of office,
728

Florida Senate - 1983

SB 260

By Senator Kl.rkpatn.ck
6-383-83
A bill to be entitled

1

.

s
,o.•."S!

2

An act relating to county and municipal

3

prisoners; creating s

4

Statutes, providing that the arresting agency

5

is financially responsible for certain unpaid

6

charges for medical care provided to such

951.031, Florida

prisoners; creating s. 951.032, Florida

l't:J
• :I!

·-

10

providing medical care to a prisoner; providing

"'e

• 0

11

that prisoners who' willfully refuse to

-�
'a�
_..o
'{Is.

12

cooperate in seeking reimbursement shall not

13

receive gain-time for good conduct, providing

14

an effective date

"':a
s.
0, 0,

0 0,

:; 0

-·"�.

Statutes; authorizing the arresting agency to
seek reimbursement for expenses incurred in

15

"'• "'•
••

16

E:3

18

� :5

20

"3-

-e
••
• 0
§ 1i
"0
.g•
JI
..0 0
E.�
-�
o
t; �

a

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida·

17
19

Section 1.

Section 951 031, Florida S�atutes, 1s

created to read
951 031

Financial respons1b1l1ty for medical care of

21

prisoners --Notwithstanding any other provision of Jaw, the

22

financial responsibility for pr0viding medical care and

23

treatment for any person wounded or otherwise lnJured at the

24

time of arrest for any violation of state law or county or

25

municipal ordinance shall be the obligation of the arresting

26

agency, to the extent that the person arrested does not have

27

the ability to pay for such care

28

until such time as the person 1s released from custody or

29

transferred to state custody

30

Section 2

31

created to read!

Such obligation shall exist

Section 951.032, Florida Statutes, 1s
1

CODING W,m/5 ,n -......i. � type ,u,. delet,on5 fro,n exi,t1ng low, wo,d5 underlined ore add1t1on,.

6-383-83
l

95-1.032

2

(1)

Reimbursement for medical expenses.--

The arresting agency may seek reimbursement for

3

expenses incurred in providing medical care and treatment to

4

any priaoner.

If the arresting agency seeks reimbursement

5

pursuant to this section, reimbur3ement shall be sought in the

6

following order:

7

(a)

8
9

10
ll

(b)

From the pr�soner or person charged.
From insurance companies, health care

corporation•, or other sources if the prisoner or person

charged is covered �y an insurance policy or subBcribes to a
health care corporation or other source for those expenses.

12

(2)

A prisoner who receives medical care or treatment

13

shall cooperate with tlle arresting agency in seeking

14

re1mbursemant under sul:1section (l)(b) for medical expenses

15

incurred by the arresting agency for the pr1sone�.

16

who willfully reft.uses t.o cooperate with the arresting agency

17

shall not receive gain-time or commutation of time for good

18

conduct aa provided bys. 951.21.

Section 3.

19
20

A prisoner

Thin act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

21
22

23

24
25
26
27
28

SENATE SUMMARY
Requires an arresting agency to be financially
responsible for providing medical care for a person

inJured during his arrest. Authorizes the arresting
agency to seek reimbursement for mectical care and
treatment provided to a p�isoner from the prisoner or hie
in$urance company. ?rohib1ts a prisoner £rem receiving
gain-time or commutation of tir:1.e for good conduct if he
fails to cooperate with the agency in seek�nq
reimbursement.

29
30
31

2
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De cember 31, 197 2

ROB E R T L. SHEV!N
At to rne y Gen rae l

Ta llahass e e, F lorida
197 3

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

foam-water spnnkler systems and foam-"clter .,pray .,,.,tem, �ec.hon 63.1061(1)
and (6), F S
Thus, 1t JS m3 opmion that not onh nm<;t a mumupal fi re department be
hcemed and pay the hcensmg fee pur,uant to Cb 61.1, F �, pnor to \Cf\'H.mg
and recharging 1t,; o,, n fife e'\tmgtmht•r., an<l other fire l'\tmg1mher<, med h) the
mumc1p.aht� ,, hen \aid hre e,tingm.,her<, are n•qmred h� the ru\e., an<l regula
tions of the !.tate fire rnar<,hJ.l, hut e,Kh in<l\\ H.h1,1\ ,1du,t!I) pt'rfomimg wc.h ,, nrJ...
must be hcen!.ed and c1.ho mll',t pa, a permit fee l''\<.ept .1, prm 1de<l m §63.J 061(6). F S

072-346---October ll, 1972

SHERIFFS
LIABILIT\ FOR �IEDIC,L s'\D <,l HC!CAL f:'\PE'\<,E, OF'
PRNl'\EH,
To Richard L ]orandby Attorney for Palm Beach Count!{ Sheriff, Palm Beach
Prepared by Rebecca Bou.le5 Hau.kins, A:.:.u,tant Attom,·11 Gl'11end

QUESTION
Is the shenffs office liable for medK.il and surgical e;,.penses in
curred by prhoners and others while m the cu'itody of the shenffr.
office, when �uc.h pnsoners ha,e been arre'>ted b) nwmbcr s of other
law enforcement agencies ?

SUMMARY
Under §951.23, F S , and Ru)e lOB-8.08 of the Dep.irtment of
Health and Reh.ibihtative Serv1ce1,, a �h,mff ha� the dutv to provide
medical care for a prisoner m his c.usto<h for v10latmg J �t.1tt> l.iw e.,,en
though the arrest was made by a state or mumctpdl off1ccr, \\'hen the
pnsoner's sentence ends or he is released from c.ustody, he i<; no longer
a "prisoner'' and the sheriffs respom,1biht) m thh rei,pcct c.omes to an
end Funds for paying t,he neces1,df)- med,ul and surµ;1c_.il expenses
of pnsoners may be budgeted as a legal eJ1.peme of the sheriffs office
Insofar as the respons1b1ht} for the cost of pro, 1dm� med1c_al and .,urg1l' al
sen.ices to pnsoners � concerned, the foct that the pn�mwr \,a.., arres.ted b, a
state h 1ghwa) patrolman or by .i municipal ofhcer for, 1o!Jt1on ot d \tate crmunal
statute and turned o'> er to the sheriff for detent10n \\ onld ..eem to he 1rrele, .int
It \.\as said m AGO 059-}8 that state patrolmen ''.ire J.C:l'nt� uf the ,t.ite dITectPd
bv la\.\ to dehver their pn�oners to the shenff of the connt\ \\ lwrem arre,;ted,
s o that the, hold their prisoner!> m their ofhual c.:ipautie,;, a., officerr. of the
county or for the count::,., and not m their 1mll\ 1<l11.1l t..ipJc1he�" �urnlarh. a
mumc1pal off icer who arrests a per�on fur a \ l(Jl.:itmn of d .,t.ite crmim.i.l �tatutt'
1s actmg on behalf of th(' 1,tate m <;o domg \\ hen the ,henH .ttt.eph < u�tmh of
the person so arrested, that per�on bec_ome,; J pn�oner of tht> <.mmh See §951 23(l)(b), F S, defmmg Mrnunt\ pmoner" a'i '.1 1wr�(Jll \tho ,., clctu.med m .a
countv detention fac1ht) b) red.'>on of bemµ: charged \\ 1th or <.om 1ded of either
a felony or nusdemeanor" And the ,;heriff then bec:ome� re1,porn1hle for his
safekeeping to the same e·\ient as an} other pn.,oner
It 1s generallv held that a sheriff O\H•<; a dut) to a prnoner 111 h1� cu'>tOd) to
keep him m health and free from harm, and that the 1,heriff \\ 111 be per�onall)
liable for a negl1�ent breach of h1'i dutl' m this re,;ped re,ultmµ: m JOJUT)' or death
of the prisoner Alexander, Lau.s of Arrest, \'ol 1, p 640, §15-1, uted 111 AGO
059-18, 80 CJ S Shenffs and Constables �lli, pp 3W-32"i The rule as to a
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sheriffs duty m this respect has heen incorporated mto a rule of the Department
of Health and Reh ab1htative �er\'lc:es (Rule 10B-8 08) adopted pursuant to a
statutory directive (§95123, F S ) Thi,; rule prO\ ides that tht' oHJCer m charge of
a county de tention fauhty, mc.lu<lmg a <.ounty J.111, 1<. reqt11red to c.all J. ph) slt'ian
u11111ed1ately 1f there are md1rnhom of <,enom In)Uf), "ound, or lllne" on the part
of an mmate and the 1nstmcl:Iom of the phy.<,ic,an .. �haU he �tneth earned out"
It J)rQ\1des also that, \\hene,er praet1cahle, the officer m c.h<1rge ".!>hall obtain a
satlsfactor} arran�ement mth the neare,;t a\ai!J.ble ho ..p1tal for the admJ.<,.!>IOTI and
treatment of mmates on both a routine and an emt:>rgenc.y ha'!<; \\ henever prac•
l:Ic.uhll', \111111.tr ,ltr,lllg('llll'llt\ ,h,t!l .tho IH· 1n,td(• \\ 1th ,l p\J\ ,I( 1.111'
As the sheriff has the legal dut} to pro\'lde me<l1Lal ,1.nd bo,p1tal treatment for
a count} pnmner \\ ho ls m need uf such !.er, Ke!., 1t foJio,\ !. that tht- e'\pense of
such treatment \\Ould be a legal e'\peme of the !.henff, offwe for ,,hJC.h funds
should be budgeted along: \\ 1th other fond!. budgeted for the care of pnsoners
.'\either the statute nor the rule maJ..es am d1!.hn<.hon between md1gent and non
md1gen t pr1rnners m prescnbmg the dub, to pro, 1de nie<l1t.<1l care .i.nd treatment to
prn,oners Thus, until such bme a.s th1<; que!.hon �honld be leg1\lat1, ely or JUd1cialfy clanfied, funds suff1c1ent to co, er the l''\pected co-,t of mechul care to any
prn,oner should ht- budgeted
It should be noted that special pro,1!.10n 1s made h� ],1,\ for the tare and
treatm ent of certam t} pes of md1gent per!.om \\ bo a re reqmred to be committed
and for the pa�ment of the co!.t of MKh tre..itment �ee, tor l''\.Illlple, §§394. 401394 4i7, F S (mentd!I} illl, Ch 396. 1d (,1JwhoJK,), and Ch 397. td (drug
dependents) 11am c.ounties aho ha.,P proµ;ra.ms for thC' trP,1trnent of md1gent
persons and for j)r0\1dmg hospital sen1c.e for tlie indigent It \\'a<. held m AGO
059-18 that if a C'ount\ JS part1e1p.1.tmg m the hmp1t.ll <.en 11..t' f)nlh'Td.lll for the
mdig;ent under Ch -tOl, F 5 , H could be re1mhtir,ed for hmp1tal e'\penses pro
\ 1ded to an md1gent peT'ion at the reque,t of the !.henff n hile he- \\ a.!. a prisoner
as "eJl as after he IS relea.,e<l from tec.hmc_.1.l c. U!.tod\ T!im, <.onie J.rrangement
might be made \\1th the cou11t, for reunhllrnng the ,J1pnff" ntfH.e tor such
e'\tWnses to the e'\tent of the cmmt\ <. cmer<1.gf-' undt>r Ch -Hll. supra, or other
apphcable prn),l;ratu
You ha,e mqu1red also a\ to the h.1.b1ht} of thP \henff\ 0H1c.e for ho!.pital
e'\penses incurred m treatmg a per�on ,, ho \\ a<. m cu-,toch ot tht' !.benH at the
tunf' he ,ms admitted to the ho!.JHtal for trl'J.tmpnt hut ,, ,l\ tlH·n•J.fter ted1me.1.lly
released from c.ustod, by eourt order-either on ht\ o,, n retm.(nl/c1.n1_e or bv an
order \ acatmg h� sentence-and remauwd Ill the ho<.p1t<1.I for further treatment
ft has been held h} one of Ill� predet.P\-,or<. m ofhu� Ill ,\G() 0'59-148 tli,1t J. nmme1paht, should pro, 1de nt'te<,\.tr� med1t•,1I cart' for 111d1gent pn,oner-, hut that "as
the hab1hh of the uh for medwal c,trf;' for it<, pn.-.onen I\ h,ned upon the mcar
c.eratmn of the pn..oner, the ternunJ.t1on of thP ,entt'llCl' ,, ould ,en e to terminate
the hab1ht} of the- cit} " It \\a\ ',tHU!;t•\ted thnt th,� fact ,honk! bp Ldlk•d to the
attention of am do!'tor or ho-.pitaJ rendermf!, nw<lK'al \<:'T\ lC<'\ to J. prisoner
This conclu.smn would appear to ht:> eq11..1lh upphc.,1hle to tlw re-,pom1h1lit) of
a !.henff to prcnide med1rnl ('J.rf> for h1" 1m,oner, 11ndl'r Hide lOB-b 08, �uµra, as
the 5henff� dut� under the rnle I'\ to prm 1dl' rned1t,d <.,m• ,md trPatnwnt to an
"nm1ate," <lefmt'd a!> ..a pn\Ont'r "ho "' det.wwd m J. dl'1ent1on f,iuht, h, rt'J50n
of bemg charged \\ 1th or em1, 1t1ed ot .1 fdmn, 1111\d('lll(',lllClr, or .i 11111mup.i.\
offense" Rule 108-SOl, 1d A<.c.ord 5e(:tmn 95I 23(1)(h), M1pra, dehnmg "county
pnsoner" a'i "o. �on "ho I!. detJ.mPd m J. tount) <ll•tcnlmn f.tuht) b} reason
of bemg charged \\1th or c.'Om1c.k<l of either a folon) or 11mde111eunor" Thus, the
[ennmatmn of the sentenee or the releo.\e of the pn,mwr on h1-, o\\ n rt•co1-,rnuanc.,e
,dule he ,,as ma hospital \Hmld !,ee111 to end the \her1ff-, re-,pon,1h1ht� m the
m atter
Your question is ans\\ered a<·c.·or<lmgl).
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fiU a vacancy m the office created by his resignation" Accordmgly, where a mumc1pal
charter provides for the filhng of such a vacancy by appointment, an officer who resigns
pursuant to the resign-to-run law 1s eligible for appointment to the vacancy created by
his res1gnat10n, should such be the will of the appomtmg power

Because there appears to be some confusion on this pomt, 1t 1s appropriate to note that
the res1gnat10n 1s not reqUJred to become effective 1mmed1ately Under subsection (2) of
the statute, the res1gmng official must make his resignation effective not later than the
date upon which he would assume the duties of the new office, if elected, or upon the
date that h1s successor 1s entitled to assume the duties of the office from which he
resigned, whichever occurs earlier, and the resigning officer "shall continue to serve untrl
"Subsection (3), zd (It should
his successor is elected or the vacancy otherwise filled
also be noted that the res1gn-to-run Jaw was amended by Ch 74-76, Laws of Florida, to
provide that resignations by county or mumc1pal officers "shall be directed and presented
to the officer with whom he qualified for the office from which he is res1gnmg, or m the
case of an appomted official by d.irectmg such notice to the officer or au thonty by whom
he was appomted to the office from which he 1s res1gnmg with a copy to the governor
and to the department of state ")
075-35-February 17, 1975
COUNTY PRISONERS
RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE
To· Melvin G Colman, Orange Count_v Sheriff, Orlando
Prepared by Jerald S Price, Assz.stant Attorney General
QUESTIONS:
1. Is the county legally liable for payment of a bill covering illness
during time after release when a prisoner is treated for a specific disease
or ailment while in the county prison system and his ailment continues
after release, on the premise that the illness was contracted while the
prisoner was in county hands?
2. At what point is county responsibility for care generally
terminated?
3. Can he be pel'Sonally billed for hospital costs if he has personal
hospital insurance tf hospitalization of the prisoner is required while he
is a county prisoner?
4. Should his medical care be billed to him as an individual for the
entire time of his stay in the system, assuming an illness was contracted
prior to entry mto the county system?
5. Is the county required to pay for a prisoner's medical care or should
the municipality be responsible for such a bill when he is arrested by a
municipal law enforcement agen"y for the commission of a felony,
during which time of arrest he has been injured?
SUMMARY:
Under s. 951.23, F. S., and F.A.C. Rule IOB-8.08 of the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services, a sheriff has the duty to provide
medical care to any prlSOner in hIS custody for violation of a state
cnmmal law regardless of whether the prisoner's illness or in.Jury exISted.
before he was taken mto the sheriff's custody and regardless of whether
the pnsoner was initially arrested by a municipal law enforcement officer
before being taking into the sheriff's custody. Neither s. 951.23 nor Rule
l OB-8.08 makes any distinction between indigent and nonmdigent
prisoners as to a sheriff's duty to provide medical care; thus, sufficient
funds should be budgeted to cover the cost of providing such care to any
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prisoner in need thereof, A shenff's duty to provide medical care
generally ends when the prisoner is released from custody.
AS TO QUESTIONS I and 2.
Section 951 03, F S, requires boards of county comm1ss1oners, when workmg county
pnsoners on the public works of the counties, to ''provide or cause to be provided,
substantial food, clothes. shoes, medical attention, etc, for said prisoners as are required
for state pnsoners m the state" And FA C Rule !OB-8 08, adopted by the Department
of Health and Rehab1htat1ve Services under the authority of s 951 23, id, requires the
officer m charge of a county or mumc1pal detention fac1hty to call a physician
1mmed1ately if there are md1cat10ns of senous mJury, wound, or illness, on the part of an
mmate The statute-which has been on our statute books for more than 50 years-has
been uniformly mterpreted by my predecessors m office as making the county liable for
hospital, medical, and surgical expenses for the care and treatment of sick or mJured
prtsoners incurred at the request of its law enforcement officers Thus, m a 1921 opinion
reported at p 352 of the 1921-1922 B1enma1 Report of the Attorney General, 1t was said
that, while there were no court dec1s1ons on the question, 1t was the duty of the shertff,
as custodian, to procure the necessary attention for the mmat1:s, and that "the county
would be liable for the compensation due the phys1c1an for services so had and obtamed "
And, m AGO 059-18, 1t was ruled that "the medical and surgical expenses necessary for
the keeping of a prtsoner, although incurred by the shenff, may be paid by the county"
Accord Attorney General Opmion 046-424, Biennial Report of the Attorney General.
1945-1946, p. 234, rulmg that the county was liable for the meilical expense incurred for
a prisoner who was mJured by a deputy shenff m arrestmg him Cf AGO's 059-148 and
074-72. rulmg that a nonmdzgent municipal prisoner arrested for v10lat1on of a mumc1pal
ordinance should bear the cost of medical care if the need for such care does not flow
from any negligent act on the part of the city which would subJect the city to a tort
actrnn It should be emphasized here that AGO 074-72 was concerned with the ultimate
respons1b1htY for payment of medical care furmshed by a mumc1pabty Insofar as AGO
074-72 suggests that there 1s some d1stmct1on between md1gent and nonmd1gent prisoners
as to the duty imposed upon the officer m charge of a detention fac1hty to provide medical
care to inmates. 1t 1s hereby receded from
The op1mons are also unanimous m ruhng that the duty of the shenff and the county
with respect to mechcal care for county prisoners 1s specifically limited to "prisoners" or
"mmates" of a detent10n fac1hty and that tlus duty ends upon the release of the pnsoner
from custody As noted m AGO 072-346, incarcerat10n ts the basis of the respons1b1hty,
so that
the termmat10n of the sentence, or the release of the pnsoner on his own
recogruzance while he was m a hospital, would seem to end the Shenff's
responsibility m the matter
AS TO QUESTION 3
No dec1s1on of the Flonda courts or those of any other Junsdict10n on this question has
been found As noted m AGO 072-346, the sheriff has the duty under Rule lOB-8 08.
supra. to proVIde appropnate medical care for ailing prisoners without regard to whether
the pnsoner 1s mdigent or nomnd1gent and should budget funds sufficient to cover the
expected cost of such care (See also s 30 49(4), F S, providing for review and approval
of the shenff's budget by the board of county comm1ss10ners) It would appear, therefore,
that tht;i: shenff could not compel the hospital to look only to the pnsoner's msurance
policy or the prisoner for payment.
AS TO QUESTION 4
Subsect10n (1) of Rule 10B-8 08, supra, proVIdes·
(1) The officer-m-charge or his designated representative shall assure that
each inmate 1s observed daily, and a physician shall be immediately called if
there are indications of senous IDJury, wound, or illness The mstruct1ons of the
physician shall be stnctly earned out Ill mmates shall be furnished such food
as 1s prescnbed by the attendmg physician
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The above language makes no reference to the time an illness 1s contracted or an mJury

sustamed The ratrnnale of the rule seems to be that an mmate must depend entirely

upon the person m charge of the detent10n fac1hty for his well-bemg while mcarcerated,
and, this bemg the case, the only relevant cons1deratwn 1s the existence of an illness or
m;ury, not its cause or the time 1t first arises
AS TO QUESTION 5

In AGO 072-346, it was my opmrnn that
Immfar as the responsibility for the cost of prov1dmg medical and surgical

services to prisoners 1s concerned. the fact that the prisoner was arrested by a

state highway patrolman or by a mumc1pal officer for v10latwn of a state
criminal statute and turned over to the sheriff for detention would seem to be

irrelevant
When the shenff accepts custody of the person so arrested, he
becomes a prisoner of the county
And the sheriff then becomes
responsible for his safekeepmg to the same extent as any other pnsoner
Your fifth quest10n is answered accordingly
075-36-February 17, 1975
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
POWERS OF COUNTY COMMISSION

To John W Bakas, Jr, Assistant Hillsborough County Resident Attorney, Tampa
Prepared by Sharyn L Smith, Assistant Attorney General
QUESTION:
Does a board of county commissioners possess the necessary authority
to perform all of the community development functions described in the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974?
SUMMARY:
The Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners possesses
the necessary authority to perform all the community development
functions as described m the Housing and Community Development Act
of 1974.

Pubhc Law 93-383, The Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, requires
that each "umt of general local government" electing to participate m the program
possess certam governmental powers The commumty development programs which may
be assisted b y the act are hm1ted to certam types of programs \V1thout the power to
perform the funct10ns reqmred b) the program, a grant may not be approved by the
Secretary of Housmg and Urban Development pursuant to Title I Sees 104(a)(l)-(6)
The Community Development Activities eligible for assistance under Title I mclude the
followmg found at s 105
(a)(l) the acqms1tlon of real property (includmg air rights, water rights and
other interests therem) which 1s (A) blighted, deter10rated, deteriorating,
undeveloped, or mappropnately developed from the standpoint of sound
community development and growth; (B) appropriate for rehab1htation or
conservation act1v1ties, (C) appropnate for the preservation or restorat10n of
historic sites, the beautification of urban land, the conservation of open spaces,
natural resources, and scemc areas, the provision of recreational opportumt1es,
or the guidance of urban development, (D) to be used for the provis10n of pubhc
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The answer to your tlurd question 1s that when an officer does not have probable cause
to arrest an mdiv1dual but does have a reasonable behef that the person was dnvmg a
vehicle while under the influence of alcohohc beverages and the person takes the
prearrest breath test authorized by s 322 26l(l)(b), F S, either because the officer
requested him to take 1t or because the person demanded that he be gwen this test, and
the test result indicates the person was driving a motor vehicle while under the mfluence
of alcoholic beverages to the extent that his normal faculties are impaired or the result
md1cates the person has an unlawful blood alcohol level. the officer, who at the begmmng
of his mvest1gat10n had only a reasonable bebef that the person was dnvmg under the
mfluence, now has probable cause to arrest this person for dnvmg while under the
influence and may admimster the test authorized by s 322 26l(l)(a), said test bemg
admissible mto evidence The prearrest test may be gJVen at the scene 2f the officer has
the necessary equipment or, smce the person has either demanded or consented to take
the prearrest test, he may be transported to the facihty where the eqmpment 1s located
075-47-February 20, 1975

PRISONERS

LIABILITY FOR TORTS, MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR WOUNDED
PRISONER, LIABILITY FOR PRISONER,
ELEMENTS OF "Ct:STODY"
To John R Woodruff, Chzef of Police, Naples
Prepared by A S Johnston, Assistant Attorney General
QUESTIONS:
1. Is a prisoner responsible for the results of his wrongful civil
actions?
2. What is the city's responsibility concerning the medical expenses
incurred by a wounded pr�oner?
3. What is a city's liability concerning prisoners and, where the city is
not liable, with whom does habihty for prisoners he?
4. Is a subJect in custody who, if shot and unconscious, will be
formally arrested upon release from the hospital?
5. Is there case law, either cnmmal or civil, where precedents have
been set concermng the foregoing questions?

SUMMARY:
A prisoner is responsible m tort for any wrongful civil action he
commits.
The liability of a municipality or a county (sheriff) for the cost of
medical care of a person wounded by a law enforcement officer while
said person was committmg a cnme must be determined on a factual
basIS. A munidpahty is responsible for medical care of municipal
prisoners, while the county tsheriffJ is responsible for county prisoners.
The test to be apphed for this determmatwn is the nature of the crime
which the wounded person will be charged with or convicted of, i.e., for
a violation of a state law or of a mumcipal ordinance.
A city may be hable for the torts committed by prisoners when
prisoners are working as agents of the city and may be liable for injunes
to prisoners resulting from the negligence of the person m charge of
them.
All of the elements of a valid arrest are present and a person is in
custody when the person caught in the overt act of corn.nutting the crime
forcibly resists or flees, IS shot, and is taken to a hospital in an
unconscious condition.
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AS TO QUESTION 1
As a general rule, all competent pet sons are liable for torts wluch they commit, and I
know of no reason why a prisoner should not be held responsible for any wrongful civil
act10n he commits See 74 Am Jur 2d Torts s 53 This would include any wrongful c1v1l
act10ns committed m the course of comm1ttmg a felony
Accordmgly, your first question 1s answered m the affirmative

AS TO QDEST!ON 2
It was held m AGO 059-148 that a city 1s reqmred to furnish and pay for hosp1tahzat1on
and med1cal care for an md1gent mur11c1pal prisoner Attornei General Opm10n 021-352
recogntzed the duty of a sheriff to provide medical care for prisoners m h1s custody, and
AGO 046-424 stated that this duty included the payment of physlClan and hospital
expenses for a prisoner treated after he had been shot by a deputy shenff m the
performance of his duty Smee the rendermg of the above opmtons. Rule 10B-8 08 of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services has been promulgated pursuant to s
951 23, F S Rule 10B-8 08 states that the officer m charge of a detent10n facility shall
provide for the medical care, mcludmg physician's care and hospitalization. for mmates
The rule makes no distmct10n between indigent and nomnd1gent mmates, and therefore,
as pomted out in AGO 072-346, medical care nov,, should be prov1ded for all prisoners
Section 95123, F S . defines a mumc1pal prisoner as a person detained in a mumc1pal
detention facility by reason of bemg charged with or convicted of v10lat10n of a mumcipal
ordinance or law, a county prisoner 1s defined as a person detained m a county detent10n
fac1hty by reason of bemg charged with or convicted of either a felony or rrusdemeanor
Attorney General Opinion 072-346 held that "a sheriff has the duty to provide medical
care for a prisoner m his custody for violatmg a state law even though the arrest .vas
made by a state or mumc1pal officer," when the medical expenses resulted from the
activities of the arresting state or mumc1pal officer That op1mon was based on the fact
that "a municipal officer who arrests a person for v10lat10n of .1 state cr1mmal statute, 1s
actmg on behalf of the state when so domg," and therefore lus pos1t1on ts similar to that
of state patrolmen who, m AGO 059-18, were described as "agents of the state directed
by law to deliver their prisoners to the sheriff of the county wherem arrested, so that
they held their pnsoners m their official capacities, as officers of the court or for the
county, and not m their md1v1dual capac1t1es"
On the basis of the foregomg, 1t can be concluded that persons charged with v10latmg
a state cr1mmal statute. rather than a mumc1pal ordmance or law, who are arrested by
a mumc1pal officer, taken directly to a hospital for medical care. and then taken to the
county detention facility, are m fact "county prisoners" from the time they are first taken
mto custody This conclus10n 1s not affected by the fact that, due to the emergency
situation, the pnsoners are taken directly to a hospital by muruc1pal officers without first
bemg routed through the county Jatl and are never physically w1thm the confines of the
county Jail before hosp1tabzat1on or by the fact that the sheriff does not formally accept
custody of them pnor to their hosp1tahzation Where mumc1pal officers are enforcmg
state la"W, they are actmg on behalf of the state and hold.mg the prisoners m their
capacities as officers for the county, thus their prisoners are construcuvely county
prisoners, and the sheriff 1s responsible for any medical expenses mcurred m their
treatment and care
The answer to your second quest10n 1s that mumc1paht1es are responsible for the
medical expenses incurred by wounded mumcipal pnsoners However, under the factual
situation in your letter, the wounded pnsoners were m fact county prisoners and the
sheriff would be responsible for thelf medical expenses

AS TO QUESTION 3
In Hargrove v Town of Cocoa Beach, 96 So 2d 130 (F1a 1957), the Supreme Court of
Florida held at p 133 that except where a mumcipal corporation 1s exerc1smg its
legislative, quas1-legislat1ve, Judicial, or quas1-Jud1c1al powers, "when an md1v1dual
suffers a direct personal mJury proximately caused by the negligence of a mumcipal
employee while actmg w1thm the seope of his employment, the mJured md1vidual 1s
entitled to redress for the wrong done" Thus mumc1pahb.es now may be held liable for
the torts of their employees
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The Flonda Supreme Court m Wolfe v City of Miami, 137 So 892 (Fla 1931), stated
that when a pnsoner, at the direct10n of his foreman, was operating the foreman's
automobile on an errand to procure food for his fellow pnsoners who were working for
the city, the city's hab1hty on a theory of agency for the neghgent conduct of the pnsoner
operating the automobile was a quest10n for the Jury
A city's hablhty was further explamed m Lewis v City of M1am1, 173 So 150 (Fla
1937), where the Flonda Supreme Court held at p 152 as foIIows
In the case of mumc1pal pnsoners the pnsoners are deemed to be w1thm the
custody of the mumc1pahty as a public corporatwn, notw1thstandmg the fact
that the designated mumc1pal officials, as md1v1duals have been charged with
specific duties and respons1b1ht1es respecting the keepmg and sustenance of
such pnsoners, as well as the execut10n of the laws and ordinances respecting
them It 1s on this theor) that cities have been generally held liable for the
board of mumc1pal pnsoners held m county Jails as places of detent10n [Cites
omitted] And m this state of neglzgent mJuries infl.zcted by municipal convlcts
on third parties, see Wolfe v Cuy of Jfwmi, 103 Fla 774, 134 So 539, 137 So
892 (Emphasis supplied)
This view 1s m accord Wlth that expressed m the only foreign cases found dealing with
the quest10n of the babihtv of a city for the torts of its pnsoners, which held that a city
1s hable for the neg]jgent cOnduct of conv1cts while such conv1cts are workmg for the city
See City of Atlanta v Thurman, 91 SE 887 (Ga Ct App. 1917), Hall County v Luggms,
138 SE 2d 699 (Ga Ct App , 1964)
In add1t10n to hab1hty m the above area, a mumcipahty may also be held hable to
prisoners m a mumc1pal Jail for mJunes from the negligence of a keeper, guard, or other
person m charge of them See 25 Fla Jur Prisons and Pnsoners s 22
Accordmgly, the answer to your third quest10n 1s that a city ma} be held liable for
expenses mcurred m the prov1dmg of food, clothmg, shelter, and medical care for
mumc1pal prisoners, for the torts of municipal prisoners committed while actmg w1thm
the scope of their duties, and for mJuries to prisoners re�ultmg from the negligence of
the person m charge of them, if the prisoners are county prisoners rather than mumc1pal
pnsoners, the responsibility for providmg food, dothmg, s.helter. and medical ca.re is m
the sheriff of the county The sovereign 1mmumty of counties and mumcipabties has been
waived, Withm certain hm1ts, by Art X, s 13, of the State Constltut10n and s 768 28,
F S, as amended by Ch 74-235, Laws of Florida
AS TO QUESTION 4.
The elements of an arrest are as follows
{1) A purpose or mtentlon to effect arrest under real or pretended authority,
An actual or construct1ve seizure or detent10n of the person to be arrested
by a person haV1ng present power to control the person arrested, (3) A
commumcat10n by the arrestmg officer to the person whose arrest 1s sought, of
an mtent10n or purpose then and there to arrest, and (4) An understandmg by
the person whose arrest is sought that 1t H, the mtention of the arrestmg officer
then and 'there to arrest and detam him [Melton v State, 75 So 2d 291, 294 (Fla
1954))
{2)

Sect10n 90117, F S , states that an officer makmg an arrest without a warrant "shall
mform the person to be arrested of his authority and the cause of arrest except when the
person flees or forcibly resists before the officer has an opportumty to inform him or
where gwmg the mformatlon will imperil the arrest"
The Florida Supreme Court has ruled, on the theory that the law does not require the
domg of useless thmgs, that "when detention by an officer follows immediately a
commission of an overt act of cnmmahty or 11legabty, the offender must be aware,
without formahty, of his purpose to arrest" See G1bhn v City of Coral Gables, 149 So.2d
501 (Fla 1963)
Based on the foregomg authorities, I am of the opm1on that all the elements of a valid
arrest are present and a person is in custody when the person caught m the overt act of
comm1ttmg a crime forcibly resists or flees, 1s shot, and is taken to a hospital m an
unconscious condition
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AS TO QUESTION 5:
I know of no case precisely on pomt with the factual s1tuat10n set forth m your letter;
the case law with wluch I am fam1har which has a bearing on your quest10ns 1s included
m my answers to your questwns 1-4

075-48-February 20, 1975
SUNSHINE LAW
APPLICABILITY TO CITY COUNCIL MEETING TO DISCUSS
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND UNIONIZATION
To: Roger Saberson, Czty Attorney, Delray Beach
Prepared by. Sharyn L. Smzth, Assistant Attorney General

QUESTIONS:
L May a city council meet privately with a city manager and city
attorney present if the purpose of such meeting is to discuss the
provisions of a proposed miru-PERC ordinance and whether to pass said
ordinance?
2. May a meeting of a city council with the city manager and city
attorney present at which discussion is to be general m nature regarding
the particular attitude or stance that a city is gomg to take with reference
to unionization and collective bargaining be held in private?
3. If the answer to either one of the above hypothetical questions is
negative, please delineate as specifically as possible what aspects of labor
relations may be discussed pnvately out.side of the Sunshine Law.

SUMMARY:
A meeting of a city council with a city manager and city attorney
present at which discussions of a proposed mini-PERC ordmance and/or
the particular attitude or stance a city is contemplating with :teference to
unionization or prospective collective bargaining are to transpire is
subject to the Sunshine Law, s. 286.011, F. S.
The new Collective Bargammg Act, Ch 74-100, Laws of Florida, prov1des the followmg
exemption from the Government m the Sunshme Law, s 286 011, F S, at s 3 [s 447 605,
F S (1974 Supp)].
All discussions between the chief executive officer of the pubhc employer and
the leg1slat1ve body of the public employer relative to collective bar/{ammg shall
be exempt from s 286 011, F S (Emphasis supplied)
"Collective Bargammg" 1s defined at s 3 [s 447 203{14)] as
... the performance of the mutual obhgat10ns of the public emplover and the
bargainmg agent of the employee organization to meet at reasonable times, to
negotiate m good fa,th, and to execute a written contract with respect to
agreements reached concerning the terms and condit10ns of employment
The Government in the Sunshine Law, s 286 011, F S, reqmres that all meetmgs of
a covered board or comm1ss1on at which "foreseeable act10n" will be taken by said body
be open to the pubhc The law also provides that no resolution, rule, regulation, or formal
action shall be considered bmdmg except as taken or made at such "open meetmg." See
s. 286 011(1). Moreover, s 116 041(3), F. S., states that a proposed ordinance
... may be read by title, or m full, on at least two separate days and shall, at
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corporatwn was considered as one m the nature of a personal trust committed
to the Judgment and d1scret10n of the member as an md1v1dual, and was not
delegable
[However,} the Legislature has the power to delegate the right
and to extend to voters the pnv1lege of votmg by proxy
State er rel, Green v Holzrnueller, 40 Del 16, 5 A 2d 251, 253 (Super Ct 1939), see a[.,0
Bontempo v Carey, 64 X J Super 5L 165 A 2d 222 (1960), Fnesen \ People e.1. rel
Fletcher, 118 Colo 1, 192 P 2d 430 11948), O'Brien v Fuller, 93 1\ H 221, 39 A 2d 220
(1944), see {fenerall., 29 CJ S Electzons s 2 01(1), p 558, cf State v Inter•Amer1can Center
Authont), 84 So 2d 9, 14 (Fla 1955), m which a s1m1lar rule 1s stated that "m the absence
of statutor:,. authont) a pubhc office1 can not [sic] delegate his [d1scretwnary] powers,
even with the approval of the court"
Applying this general rule to ss 298 11 and 29812, F S , which must be construed
together m order to ascertam legislative mtent, see In re Opm1on to the Governor, 60
So 2d 321, 324 /Fla 1952), 1t 1s clear that d1stnct landowners have been expressb granted
the privilege of votmg by prox) m the election of their d1stnct's first board of superv u,ors
under s 29811 As to whether district landownets may also vote by proxy m the annual
election of a d1stnct supervisor under s 298 12, the legislative mtent 1s md1cated by the
language of s 29811{3} prov1dmg that a quorum of distnct landowners 1s absent both at
the m1tial elect10n of the board of supervisors and at "any elect10n thereafter," 1f ''the
owners of a maJonty of the acreage mcluded m such district are not present m person or
duly represented" {Emphasis suppbed l In add1t10n, s 298,12 itself provides that the
annual elect10n meetmg of a district's landowners shall be called "m the same manner as
is provided fo1 rn s 29811,' and that m the event of a fBJlure to elect a supennsor at an
annual d1stnct elect10n the Department of Environmental Regulation shall appomt a
supervisor "rn bke manner as prescribed m s 298 11" The only circumstance in which
the Department of Environmental Regulat10n appoints district supervisors under s
298 11 1s when a quorum of district landowners, 1 e, d1stnct landowners "m person or
du!_, represented," 1s not present and, therefore, an elect10n by d1stnct landowners m
person or by proxy cannot be held !Emphasis supplied) Thus, although the matter 1s not
entirely free fr om doubt, I am of the opm10n that d1stnrt landov. ners may vote by pro:x \
m the annual elect10n of a d1stnct super visor under s 298 12
The conclus10n reached herem 1s consistent with the proposmon most recently
enunciated m Spector v Ghsson, 305 So 2d 777, 781-782 (Fla 1975), that absent clear
express10n otherv.ise, the applicable ron.;,titut10nal or statuton language should always
be resolved m favoI of retent10n m the people of the power and opportumty to select
officrnls of the people's choice In this instance, therefore, where the applicable statutory
language 1s subJect to construrt10n, any question as to v. hether district landownl:!rs ma�
vote b� prox) m annual elections of d1str1ct supervisors under s 298 12, F S , should be
answered m the affirmative, srnce the alternative may be that the Department of
Emironmental Regulatwn will appomt such supervisors r-.Ioreover, the conclusion
reached herein 1s consistent with the well-accepted rule of statutor} construction that
statutes should be interpreted so as to avoid unreasonable or anomalous results See
Radio Tel Commumcatwns, Inc v Southeastern Tel Co, 170 So 2d 577, 580 (Fla 19641,
Leach v State, 293 So 2d 77 (1 DC A Fla, 1974) In this regard, 1t seems unreasonable
to conclude that s 298111 id, allows district landowners to vote by proxy at the m1t1al
elect10n of a district's board of supervisors, but that s 298 12 precludes their votmg b�
proxy at subsequent elect10ns of d1str1ct supervisors I perceive no rea�onable basis for
such a d1stmct10n m the statutes
Your question 1s answered m the affirmative
076-139-June 18, 1976

MUNICIPALITIES
RESPONSIBILITIES TO PROVIDE MEDICAL TREATME!\'T
FOR MUNICIPAL PRlSOKERS
To John C Chew, City Attorney, Daytona Beach
Prepared by Jerald S. Price, Assistant Attorney General
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QUESTION:
Is the City of Daytona Beach legally obligated for costs mcurred by the

hospital or a phys1c1an m furmshmg medical care to persons
incarcerated m the city detention facility m the absence of an agreement

with the Halifax Hospital District, and, further, does the city's obhgation
depend upon whether the persons receiving treatment are md1gent or
nonmd1gent, or whether the treatment is for a serious illness or m1ury
and 1s necessary durmg the period of confinement?

SUMMARY:
A mumc1pahty 1s responsible for providing all necessary medical care
to its mumc1pal pr1soneri, so long as they remain in custody and
regardless of whether they are indigent 01· nonmd1gent. Although local
detention facility rules (Ch. 10B-17, Florida Adm1mstratlve Code/ require

treatment for "serious" or "substantial" inJury or illness, caution should
be exercised in allowing nonmedical detention facility personnel to
decide whether a prisoner's request for medical attention is frivolous or
is based on serious or substantial illness or mJury.

The opm10ns of this office have consistently held that the officer m charge of a county
or municipal detent10n facility, and ultimately the county or mumc1pahty for which the
officer m charge 1s actmg, is charged with the respons1b1hty to provide medical care to
prisoners incarcerated in the local detent1on fac1ht) This duty derives from s 951 23,
F S, and the 1mplementm� Florida Adm1mstrat1ve Code (FA C) or rules of the
Department of Offender Rehab1htat10n lformerly the D1v1s10n of Correct10ns of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Sen ices! See Ch lOB•l 7, FA C, fmmerly Ch
!0B-8, FA C
As to whether an md1v1dual 1s a mumc1pal prisoner or a county prisoner for purposes
of determm1ng the enutv responsible for prov1dmg medical care, the followmg defimt10ns
are provided ms 95123, F S Sect10n 95123(1)16) defines countr prisoner as ''a person
who 1s detained m a county detent10n facility by reason of bemg charged with or
convicted of either felony or mtsdemeanor ' (Empha51s supplied) A municipal prisoner
1s defined bys 95123{1)\d) as "a person v.ho 1s detamed ma murnc1pal detention fac1hty
by reason of bemg charged \\11th or convicted of v10lat10n of municipal law or ordinance"
(Emphasis supplied) In AGO's 072-346 and 075.47 I held that a municipal police officer
\\ho arrests a person for v10lat1on of a state law 1felony or misdemeanor) 1s actmg on
behalf of the state and that a person so arrested by a mun1c1pal officer for violat10n of
state law 1s constructively a county pnsoner for whose medical care the shenff 1s
responsible
In AGO 075.35 I stated unequivocally that the duty to provide medical care applies
with equal force to md1gent and nonmdigent prisoners Also emphasized m AGO 075.35
were the pomts that the duty to provide medical care ends upon release of the pnsoner
from custody and that the duty 1s not affected b� the fact that the illness or lllJUry might
have arisen before the prisoner was taken mto custody
I have considered the specwJ act creatmg the Hahfax Hospital District, Ch 11272,
1925, La¼s of Florida, as amended by Ch 13490, 1927, Lav.s of Florida, but I am of the
opimon that the act's reqmrement that the hospital d1stnct provide free care to mdigents
does not affect or 1eheve the duty of a mumc1pahty or county to be responsible for
prov1dmg medical cat e required by 1ts prisoners While it does appear that the hospital
d1stnct would become responsible for an mdigent prisoner upon release from custody,
under the rationale of the prevwus op1mons of this office the entity m charge of the local
detention facility m which the prisoner 1s mcarcerated 1s responsible for fu101shmg
medical care so long as the prisoner remams m custodv I would also note that 1t has
been established, m AGO's 059•148 and 075•47, that the transfer of a prisoner from the
detent10n facility to a hospital for treatment does not remove the prisoner from custody
of the sheriff or mumc1pal pohce department S1m1larly, AGO 075-47 established that a
sheriff's or police department's duty to provide medical care 1s not precluded or delayed
1f a prisoner must be taken to a hospital directly upon arrest and before bemg taken to
the detent10n fac1hty for formal bookmg procedures
, Fmally, as to whether the city's duty to provide medical care depends upon "whether
the treatment 1s for a senous illness or mJury," I would refer you to the followmg sections
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of the local detent10n facility rules concerning medical care In Ch lOB-17 04(16), FA C,
1t 1s provided m pertment part "Prisoners that show or complam of substantzal InJur1es
or illness should be afforded the opportunity to be seen by a physician or another
appropnate medical person unless the Officer-In-Charge determmes 1t 1s not necessary"
(Emphasis supplied} Chapter 10B-17 07(1), FA C, provides m pertinent part that "[t]he
Officer-In-Charge wi ll make arrangements for appropriate phys1c1an and hospital care for
prisoners" Chapter lOB-17 07(2), F A.C, provides m pertment part "The Officer-In
Charge shall assure that each prisoner 1s observed on a regular basis and a phys1c1an
called or treatment provided if there are md1cat10ns of serious Injury, wound 01 illness
The mstruct1ons of the physician shall be strictly earned out " (Emphasis suppli ed ) And
m Ch l0B-17 07{8J, FA C, 1t 1s provided that "[tJhe Officer-In-Charge will take act10n
concernmg mentally ill persons consistent with applicable Florida Statutes and/or court
orders"
It should be obvious that no clear or readily usable standard emerges from the above
quoted rules Both "substantial'' and "serious" are used to describe the degree of illness
or mjury which purportedly must exist before treatment or the summonmg of a
phys1c1an 1s required Either of these modifiers could reasonably be subject to vast}).
d1ffermg mterpretat10ns on the part of either the prisoner or the officer m charge of the
detent10n fac1bty In hght of the recent prohferat10n of civil nghts smts brought by
pnsoners demandmg better medical care, food, recreation, etc , I must advise agamst
your takmg an overly stnct approach to what constitutes ser10us or substantial illness or
mjury Considerable caut10n should be exercised m allowmg nonmed1cal personnel of the
detent10n facility to decide that a pnsoner's request for medical attent10n 1s frivolous
076-140-June 18, 1976

MUNICIPALITIES
:--!OT ACTHORIZED U:S,DER COMMUNITY REDE\'ELOP,!E"T.ACT
TO SELL HOCSIKG \.:KITS AS CONDm!IXICMS
To Carl R Lirm, City At!orne;, St Peterslwrg
Prepared by .1.\fartin S Friedman, Assistant Attorney General
QUESTION:
Does the Commumty Redevelopment Act of 1969 expressly or impliedly
grant to a city the authority to sell, 1n condominium form, umts
developed under the general redevelopmeht plan?

SUMMARY:
The Commumty Redevelopment Act of 1969 (s&. 163.330-163.450, F. S.)
does not e;xpressly or 1mphedly grant to a city the authority to sell m
condommmm form umts developed under the general redevelopment
plan.
�1unic1pahties are granted extensive pov..er5 undf>r the Community Redevelopment Act
(Part III, Ch 163, F S l to carry out the purposes of the act See ss 16J 370, 163 375,
163 380, 163 385, and 163 420
A thorough perusal of the act discloses no express or necessarily 1mphed authont) for
a municipality to sell, m condomm1um form, newly constructed units developed under
the Commumty Redevelopment Act Cf ss 163 335(2), 163 340(12)(6), 163 345, 163 370(1),
(4)(a) and (bl, (7)(a), and {8), and 163 380(1), (2), and (3), F S The mun1c1pahty does have
the authorny, pursuant to s 163 380(3), to temporarily operate and mamtam real
property acquired by 1t m a community development area pendi ng disposition of the
property as authorized m the act
In spi te of broad "home rule" pov. ers granted to mumc1paht1es by s, 2{b), Art VIII, of
the Florida Const1tut10n and implemented by Ch 166, F S , the Community
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By Representatives Selph and Ward

'

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to county and municipal
prisoners; creating s. 951.031, Florida
Statutes; providing that the arresting agency

�·�-�
-�. .

is financially responsible for certain unpaid

charges for medical care provided to such

c

prisoners; creating s. 951.032, Florida

c�

Statutes; authorizing the arresting agency to

u�

�c

seek reimbursement for expenses incurred in
providing medical care to a prisoner; providing
that prisoners who willfully refuse to
cooperate in seeking reimbursement shall not
receive gain-time for good conduct; providing
an effective date.

16 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
created to read:
951. 031

,.
••

��

,- CJ

section 951.031, Florida Statutes, is

Financial responsibility for medical care of

prisoners.--Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
22

financial responsibility for providing medical care and

c.. c.. 23 treatment for any person wounded or otherwise injured at the

'f3. go 24 time of arrest for any violation of state law or county or

25 municipal ordinance shall be the obligation of the arresting
26

agency, to the extent that the person arrested does not have

27 the ability to pay for such care.
28

Such obl1.gat1on shall exist

until such time as the person is released from custody or

� transferred to state custody.
30
Jl

Section 2.
created to read:

Section 951,032, Florida Statutes, is
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142-17-3-3
951.032
(1)

Reimbursement for medical expenses.--

The arresting ag ency may seek reunbursement for

1.15
1.16

expenses incurred in providing medical care and treatment to
any prisoner.

If the arresting agency seeks reimbursement

pursuant to this section, reimbursement shall be sought in the

1.18
1.19

following order:
(a)

From the prisoner or person charged.

1. 20

(b)

From insurance companies, health care

l. 21

corporations, or other sources if the prisoner or person
10 charged is covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a

1.22

11 health care corporation or other source for those expenses.
(2)

12

A prisoner who receives medical care or treatment

shall cooperate with the arresting agency in seeking

13

1.23
1.24

14 reimbursement under subsection {l) (b) for medical expenses
15

incurred by the arresting agency for the prisoner.

A prisoner

1.26

16 who willfully refuses to cooperate with the arresting agency
l7

shall not receive gain-time or commutation of time for good

18 conduct as provided by s. 951.21.
Section 3.

19

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

20
21

*********************************�*******

22

SENATE SUMMARY

23
l5
26
17 '
'

"I

Requires an arresting agency to be financially
responsible for providing medical care for a person
inJured during his arrest. Authorizes the arresting
agency to seek reimbursement for medical care and
treatment provided to a prisoner from the prisoner or his
Prohibits a prisoner from receiving
insurance company.
gain-time or commutation of time for good conduct if he
fails to cooperate with the agency in seeking
reimbursement.

29
JO
31
2
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1. 27
1.28
1.28
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BY. Corrmittee on Corrections, Probation & Parole and Representative
Selph

A bill to be entitled
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Statutes; providing for financial
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responsibility for certain expenses provided to
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arrested persons; creating s. 951.032, Florida
Statutes; authorizing county and municipal
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detention facilities to seek reimbursement for

9

medical expenses paid on behalf of prisoners;

10

providing that prisoners who willfully refuse

11

to cooperate with such reimbursement efforts

12

not receive gain-time; providing an effective

13

date.
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Section L

section 901.35, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
901.35

Financial responsibility for medical

20 expenses. --

u�

21

Do,

22

responsibility for paying the expenses of medical care,

23

treatment, hospitalization, and transportation for any person

25

arrest for any violation of state law or county or municipal

u

ordinance shall be the responsibility of the person receiving

27

such care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation.

28

The provider of such services shall seek reimbursement for the

�

expenses incurred in providing medical care, treatment,

30

hospitalization, and transportation from the following sources

31

in the following order:

�o

,-. C

(1)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

� 24 ill, wounded, or otherwise injured during or at the time of
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(a)

From insurance companies, health care

corporations, or other sources if the prisoner is covered by

(a)

1.18

care, treatment, hospitalization, or transportation.

1.19

an insurance policy or subscribes to a health care corporation
J or other source for those expenses.
(b)

From the person receiving the medical care,

treatment, hospitalization, or transportation.
(2)

Upon a showing that reimbursement from the sources

listed in subsection

(1)

10

11

(a)

From the general fund of the county in which the

person was arrested 1.f the areest was foe v1.olation of a state

13

law or county ordinance; or

15
16
17

(bl

Fearn the mun1.cipal general fund if the arrest was

for vi.elation of a munic1.pal ordinance.
The responsibility for payment of such med1.cal costs shall

exist until such time as an arrested person is released from

19

the custody of the arresting agency.
(3)

An arrested person who has health insurance,

1.20

covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a health care

1.3

1.21

1.22
1.23

6 corporation or other source for those expenses.
(2)

9 county or municipal detention facility in seeking

10 reimbursement under paragraph (1) (b) for expenses incurred by
1.24

1.26

11

the facility for the prisoner.

12

refuses to cooperate with the reimbursement efforts of the

1.26

14

L.27

15

1.27

17

1.28

18

1.29

1.31

23

1. 31

24

28

Sect1.on 951.032, Flor1.da Statutes, 1.s

created to read:
951,032

1.32

Financial responsibil1.ty for medical

1.32

expenses. -(1)

22

"
26
27

A county or municipal detention facility incurring

1.33

28

30

29

expenses for providing medical care, treatment,

30

hospital1.zation, or transportat1.on may seek reimbursement for

1.34

the expenses incurred 1.n the following order:

1.35

Jl

Th1.s act shall take effect October l, 1983,

21

the health care provider.

27

Section 3.

20

23

2
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s. 951.21.

19

1.30

26

A prisoner who willfully

13 detention fac1.lity shall not receive gain-time as provided by

care benefits from other sources shall assign such benef1.ts to

25

A prisoner who receives medical care, treatment,

8 hospitalization, or transportation shall cooperate with the

22

Section 2,

1.3
1.3

21 subscr1.bes to a health care corporat1.on, or rece1.ves health

�

1.3

corporations, or other sources if the prisoner or person is

16

18

10

From insurance companies, health care

1.3

1.20

shall be paid:

12
14

(b)

is not available, the costs of

medical care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation

From the prisoner or person receiving medical

29

31
3
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BILL ANALYSIS
FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS, PROBATION & PAROLE
May 10, 1983

BILL NO:
SPONSOR:
SUBJECT:

HB 830
Reps. Selph and Ward
Medical expenses for persons injured during arrest

I.

ISSUE STATEMENT
Current Situation
A.
Presently, Section 951.23, F.S., and the rules of the
Department (Rule 33-8.07, Fla. Adm. Code) place the
burden of providing medical services on the agency
which has the prisoner in its custody. The statutes
are unclear as to who is responsible for such costs
where the person is injured or previously ill at the
time of apprehension or is arrested by one agency but
is under the custody of another.
Section 951.23,
F.S., seems to imply and has been supported by at
reproduced by
least one Attorney General's Opinion (AGO 75-47),
V1:5
FLORIDA STATE ARCHI
that
the cost for medical expenses should depend on
DEPARTMENT 0, STAT€
whether
he violated
a
state
statute,
county
R A. GRAY !!UILCING
�
m
399/
ordinance,
or
municipal
ordinance.
If
it
is a
32
Tall■hass�•• FL
violation
of
state
or
county
provisions,
the
cost
is
Carton
Serles / /
borne by the sheriff and if a violation of a
municipal ordinance, the city police and ultimately
the city must bear the expense, regardless of which
agency actually made the arrest.
Also, the statutes do not expressly give either
agency the authority to collect directly from the
person arrested or his insurer, if applicable.
B.

Issue Being Addressed
The issue of whether or not the person arrested can
be forced to pay for medical expenses is addressed in
the bill.
If the person cannot pay, the issue
becomes whether the money should come directly from
the budgets of the sheriffs' office and the city
police or whether it should come from the general
fund of the county and city.
After these are
addressed, the final issue becomes whether it was the
agency who effectuated the arrest or whether it is
the nature of the offense that should determine
liability.
On March 9, 1983, the Fourth District Court of Appeal
of Florida issued a ruling which appears to go
against
a
previous
AGO (75-47) regarding the
financial responsibility of the sheriff's office in
the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal
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police officer for violating a state criminal law.
In that case, the court ruled that because the
injured person was taken to the hospital for medical
treatment before he was turned over to the sheriff,
he was not yet a county prisoner and, therefore, the
medical costs were not the responsibility of the
sheriff's office.
Also,
the
person
was
not
considered a municipal prisoner because he was not
arrested for violating a municipal ordinance.
As a
result, the hospital treating the person, who was
indigent, could not hold the municipality or the
sheriff liable for the arrested person's medical
bill.
(City of Plantation v. Humana, Inc. and Edward
Stack, Sheriff of Broward County, Fourth District
Court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843, March 9, 1983).
C.

Effect of Proposed Changes
House Bill 830 would create Section 951.032, F.S., to
place the financial responsibility for providing
medical care on the person wounded or otherwise
injured at the time of arrest for violating a state
law or county or municipal ordinance.
While this is
consistent with a previous opinion of the Attorney
General (AGO 059-148), the statute will now give
express authority.
If the person is indigent and cannot afford to pay
such expenses, the obligation is placed on the
arresting agency, regardless of the nature of the
offense. Furthermore, the obligation exists until
such time as the person is released from custody.
Prior to the previously mentioned City of Plantation
case,
the
general
understanding was that the
obligation depended upon whether it was a violation
of a state or county provision (sheriff's office
liable) or whether it was a violation of a municipal
ordinance (city police liable). The obligation will
now be on the arresting agency.
In addition to assigning financial responsibility on
the person arrested,where the person cannot pay, the
bill
authorizes
arresting
agencies
to
seek
reimbursement for
expenses
incurred
from
the
prisoner's insurance company, health care company, or
other sources. A prisoner must cooperate with the
arresting agency in seeking such reimbursement.
Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner from
receiving county gain-time or commutation of time for
good conduct.
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II.

FISCAL IMPACT
A.
State
The bill apparently does not prohibit the award of
gain-time by the Department of Corrections to an
uncooperating inmate once the inmate is transferred
to the state system. Therefore, it is not anticipated
that this portion of the bill will have any fiscal
impact to the state. However, the state may have an
additional cost associated with those persons injured
by state law enforcement agencies. Presently when a
person is injured by the Highway Patrol, the Marine
Patrol, or the Florida Department of Law Enforcement,
the person is transferred to the custody of the
sheriff who assumes the financial responsibility for
treatment. Although the bill will now place that
financial on the arresting agency where the person is
indigent, the total number of persons injured by such
state agencies is believed to be minimal.
B.

Local
Municipal and county governments may realize an
indeterminable savings to the extent that they will
now have the statutory authority to collect from the
person arrested or his
insurer.
However,
any
additional success in collection is difficult to
estimate in terms of actual fiscal savings.
The bill as drafted should have a dramatic impact on
the budgets of municipal police departments
by
increasing the amounts paid for medical costs. Most
of the persons arrested by municipal police are for
state violations or county ordinances and most of the
injuries and associated costs have been, to date, the
responsibility of the sheriff's office. The bill
would now place that burden on the municipal police
department effectuating the arrest. The amount of
this cost is indeterminable at this time.

III.

COMMENTS
Background Information
A.
None
B.

Substantive Options
It is not clear in the newly created s. 951.031,
F.S., whether the term "wounded or otherwise injured
at the time of arrest" would include injuries or
illnesses which may have occurred both prior to
arrest
or
during
custody.
According
to
a
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spokesperson for the Florida Sheriff's Association
which drafted the bill, the wording was intended to
cover both situations. If that is the intent, then
the
situation could arise whereby a person is
arrested by a city police officer, is turned over to
the custody of the sheriff, and becomes ill once he
is detained in the county jail.
The city police
department
would
still
have
the
ultimate
responsibility of both collecting and of paying for
medical costs for treating the person.
Another option would be to place the burden of
collecting from the arrestee on the provider of the
medical
services, rather than on the arresting
agency.
Another option is to allow the provider to collect
directly from the city or county general revenues
rather than from the budgets of the city police or
county sheriff.
If all of the foregoing options were acceptable, the
attached amendment would need to be adopted.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Current Situation
A.
Presently, Section 951.23, F.S., and the rules of the
Department (Rule 33-8.07, Fla. Adm. Code) place the
burden of providing medical services on the agency
which has the prisoner in its custody. The statutes
are unclear as to who is responsible for such costs
where the person is injured or previously ill at the
time of apprehension or is arrested by one agency but
is under the custody of another.
Section 951.23,
F.S., seems to imply and has been supported by at
least one Attorney General's Opinion (AGO 75-47),
rei,tod- by
that the cost for medical expenses should depend on
FLMIDA ST,I.TE ARCHIV!S
DEPARTMEJ<T OF STATE
whether he violated
a
state
statute,
county
R. A. GRAY BUILDIJ<G
ordinance, or municipal ordinance.
If it is a
Tat\at\assee, FL 32399-0250
violation of state or county provisions, the cost is
Serles
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borne by the sheriff and if a violation of a
municipal ordinance, the city police and ultimately
the city must bear the expense, regardless of which
agency actually made the arrest.
I.

4,-

Also, the statutes do not expressly give either
agency the authority to collect directly from the
person arrested or his insurer, if applicable.
B.

Issue Being Addressed
The issue of whether or not the person arrested can
be forced to pay for medical expenses is addressed in
the bill.
If the person cannot pay, the issue
becomes whether the money should come directly from
the budgets of the sheriffs' office and the city
police or whether it should come from the general
fund of the county and city.
After these are
addressed, the final issue becomes whether it was the
agency who effectuated the arrest or whether it is
the nature of the offense that should determine
liability.
On March 9, 1983, the Fourth District Court of Appeal
of Florida issued a ruling which appears to go
against
a
previous
AGO (75-47) regarding the
financial responsibility of the sheriff's office in
the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal
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police officer for violating a state criminal law.
In that case, the court ruled that because the
injured person was taken to the hospital for medical
treatment before he was turned over to the sheriff,
he was not yet a county prisoner and, therefore, the
medical costs were not the responsibility of the
sheriff's office.
Also,
the
person
was
not
considered a municipal prisoner because he was not
arrested for violating a municipal ordinance,
As a
result, the hospital treating the person, who was
indigent, could not hold the municipality or the
sheriff liable for the arrested person's medical
bill. (City of Plantation v. Humana, Inc. and Edward
Stack, Sheriff of Broward County, Fourth District
Court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843, March 9, 1983).
C.

Effect of Proposed Changes
House Bill 830 would create Section 951.032, F.S., to
place the financial responsibility for providing
medical care on the person wounded or otherwise
injured at the time of arrest for violating a state
law or county or municipal ordinance.
While this is
consistent with a previous opinion of the Attorney
General (AGO 059-148), the statute will now give
express authority.
If the person is indigent and cannot afford to pay
such expenses, the obligation is placed on the
arresting agency, regardless of the nature of the
offense. Furthermore, the obligation exists until
such time as the person is released from custody.
Prior to the previously mentioned City of Plantation
case,
the
general
understanding was that the
obligation depended upon whether it was a violation
of a state or county provision (sheriff's office
liable) or whether it was a violation of a municipal
ordinance (city police liable). The obligation will
now be on the arresting agency.
In addition to assigning financial responsibility on
the person arrested,where the person cannot pay, the
bill
authorizes
arresting
agencies
to
seek
reimbursement for
expenses
incurred
from
the
prisoner's insurance company, health care company, or
other sources. A prisoner must cooperate with the
arresting agency in seeking such reimbursement.
Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner from
receiving county gain-time or commutation of time for
good conduct.
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II.

FISCAL IMPACT
A.
State
The bill apparently does not prohibit the award of
gain-time by the Department of Corrections to an
uncooperating inmate once the inmate is transferred
to the state system. Therefore, it is not anticipated
that this portion of the bill will have any fiscal
impact to the state. However, the state may have an
additional cost associated with those persons injured
by state law enforcement agencies. Presently when a
person is injured by the Highway Patrol, the Marine
Patrol, or the Florida Department of Law Enforcement,
the person is transferred to the custody of the
sheriff who assumes the financial responsibility for
treatment. Although the bill will now place that
financial on the arresting agency where the person is
indigent, the total number of persons injured by such
state agencies is believed to be minimal.
B.

Local
Municipal and co�nty governments may realize an
indeterminable sav1ngs to the extent that they will
now have the statutory authority to collect from the
person arrested or his
insurer.
However,
any
additional success in collection is difficult to
estimate in terms of actual fiscal savings.
The bill as drafted should have a dramatic impact on
the budgets of municipal police departments
by
increasing the amounts paid for medical costs. Most
of the persons arrested by municipal police are for
state violations or county ordinances and most of the
injuries and associated costs have been, to date, the
responsibility of the sheriff's office. The bill
would now place that burden on the municipal police
department effectuating the arrest. The amount of
this cost is indeterminable at this time.

III.

COMMENTS
Background Information
A.
None
B.

Substantive Options
It is not clear in the newly created s. 951.031,
F.S., whether the term •wounded or otherwise injured
at the time of arrest" would include injuries or
illnesses which may have occurred both prior to
or
during
custody.
According
to
a
arrest
spokesperson for the Florida Sheriff's Association
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which drafted the bill, the wording was intended to
cover both situations. If that is the intent, then
the
situation could arise whereby a person is
arrested by a city police officer, is turned over to
the custody of the sheriff, and becomes ill once he
is detained in the county jail.
The city police
department
would
still
have
the
ultimate
responsibility of both collecting and of paying for
medical costs for treating the person.
Another option would be to place the burden of
collecting from the arrestee on the provider of the
medical
services, rather than on the arresting
agency.
Another option is to allow the provider to collect
directly from the city or county general revenues
rather than from the budgets of the city police or
county sheriff.
C.

Amendments
On May 10, 1983, two substantial amendments were
adopted and made into a committee substitute by the
full committee which had the effect of placing the
financial burden on the respective general fund of
either the county or municipality depending upon the
nature of the offense for which the person was
arrested.
(Please see Attachment.}
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3
4

amendment

and insert:

5

Section 1.

Section 901.33, Florida Statutes, is cr�ated to read:

6

901.33 Financial responsibility for medical expenses.--

7

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the responsibility for

B

paying the expenses of medical care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation

9

for any person ill, wounded, or otherwise injured during or at the time of arrest

10

for any violation of state law or county or municipal ordinance shall be the respon-

11

sibility of the person receiving such care, treatment, hospitalization, and transpor-

13

incurred in providing medical care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation

12
14

tation.

from the following sources in the following order:
(a)

15

16

17

20

From insurance companies, health-care corporations, or other sources if

the prisoner is covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a health-care corporation
or other source for those expenses.
(b)

1B

19

The provider of such services shall seek reimbursement for the expenses

From the person receiving medical care, treatment, hospitalization, or

transportation.
(2)

Upon a showing that reimbursement from the sources listed in subsection

21

(1) is not available, the costs of medical care, treatment, hospital12ation, and

22

transportation shall be paid:

23
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(a)

From the general fund of the county in which the person was arrested

(b)

From the municipal general fund if the arrest was for violation of

if the arrest is for violation of a state law or county ordinance, or
a municipal ordinance.

The responsibility for payment of such medical costs shall exist until such time
as an arrested person is released from the custody of the arresting agency.
(3) An arrested person who has health insurance, subscribes to a healthcare corporation, or receiver of health-care benefits from other sources sha11
assign such benefits to the health-care provider.
Section 2.

Section 951 .032, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

951.032 Financial responsibility for medical expenses.-(1)

A county or municipal detention facility incurring expenses for providing

medical care, treatment, hospitalization, or transportation may seek reimbursement
for the expenses incurred in the following order:
(a)

From the prisoner or person receiving medical care, treatment, hospital

ization� or transportat1on.

(b)

From insurance companies, health�care corporations, or other sources

if the prisoner or person is covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a

health-care corporation or other source for those expenses.

(2) A prisoner who receives medical care, treatment, hospitalization or
transportation shall cooperate with the county or municipal detention facility in
seeking reimbursement under paragraph (l)(b) for expenses incurred by the facility
for the prisoner.

A prisoner who willfully refuses to cooperate with the reimburse

ment efforts of the detention facility shall not receive gain-time as provided by
s. 951.21.
Section 3.

This act sha11 take effect October 1, 1983.
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An act re 1 ati ng to county and muni c1 pa 1 1 aw enforcement;

8

creating s. 901.33, Florida Statutes; providing for financial

9

responsibility for certain expenses provided to arrested

10

persons; creating s. 951.032, Florida Statutes; authorizing

11

county and municipal detention facilities to seek reimbursement

12

for roodical expenses paid on behalf of pdsoners; providing

13

that prisoners who willfully refuse to cooperate with such

14

reimbursement efforts not receive gain-time; providing an
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effective date.
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2

An act relating to county and mun1c1.pal law

3

enforcement; creating s. 901.35, Florida

4

Statutes; providing for financial

5

responsibility for certain expenses provided to

6

arrested persons; creating s. 951.032, Florida

7

Statutes, authorizing county and municipal

B

detention fac1.lities to seek reimbursement for

9

medical expenses paid on behalf of prisoners,
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providing that prisoners who willfully refuse
to cooperate with such reimbusement efforts not
receive gain-time; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Leg1.slature of the State of Flor1.da:

5
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19
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Section 1.

Section 901.35, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
901.35

Financial respons1.bility for medical

expenses.-(1)

Notwithstanding any other prov1.sion of law, the

.

21

0
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responsibility for paying the expenses of medical care,

22

treatment, hospitalization, and transportation for any person

- 0.
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• u

23

ill, wounded, or otherwi:se inJured during or at the time of

c,o

24

arrest for any violation of state law or county or municipal

25

ordinance shall be the responsibility of the person receiv1.ng

26

such care, treatment, hospitalization, and transportation.

27

The provider of such services shall seek re1.rnbursement for the

28

expenses incurred in providing medical care, treatment,

29

hospitalization, and transportation from the following sources

30

in the following order:

-'! 0

t:�

31
1
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(a)

CS for SB 260
From insurance companies, health-care

2

corporations, or other sources if the prisoner is covered by

3

an insurance policy or subscribes to a he alth-care corporation

4

or other source for those expenses.

5
6
7

(b)

From the person receiving medical care, treatment,

hospitalization, or transportation.
(2)

Upon a showing that reimbursement from the sources

311-1541-83
l
2
3

(a)

CS for SB 260
From the prisoner or person receiving medical

care, treatment, hospitalization, or transportation.
(b)

From insur ance companies, health-care

4

corporations, or other so urces if the prisoner or person is

5

covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a health-care

6

corporation or other source for those expenses.

7

(2)

A

prisoner who receives megical care, treatment,

8

listed in subsection (1) is not available, the costs of

8

9

medical care, treatment, hospital1zat1on, and transportation

hospitalization or transportation shall cooperate with the

9

county or municipal detention facility in seeking

10
11

shall be paid:
(a)

From the general fund of the county i n which the

12

person was arrested if the arrest is for violation of a state

13

law or county ordinance, or

14
15

(b)

From the municipal general !und if the arrest was

for violation of a municipal ordinance.

16
17

The responsibility for payment of such medical costs shall

18

exist until such time as an arrested person is released from

19

the custody of the arresting agency.

20

(3)

subscribes to a health-care corporation, or receives health

22

care benefits from other sources shall assign such benefits to

23

the health-care provider.

24

Section 2.

26
27
28

Section 951.032, Florida Statutes, 1s

created to read:
951.032

Financial responsibility for medical

expenses.-(!)

reimbursement under paragraph (l)(b) for expenses incurred by

11

the facill ty for the prisoner.

12

refuses to cooperate with tbe reimbursement efforts of the

13

detention facility shall not receive gain-time as provided by

14

s. 951.21.

15

Section 3.

A prisoner who willfully

This act shall take effect October l, 1983.

16
STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL ..1filL._

An arrested person who has health insurance,

21

25

10

A county or municipal detention facility incurring

29

expenses for providing medical care, treatment,

30

hospitalization, or transportation may seek reimbursement for

31

the expenses incurred in the following order:
2
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- TraJ'l$J.X)rta:tl.on costs are added to the expenses for which
arrested persros arrl pri.scners in cu.mty and ITDJ(l.1.cipal
detention facilitl.es will be financially :respa,sible.
- '!he provider of sp:d.fJ.ed services to � WOO are
ill, wounded, or otherwise injure:i during or at the time
of arrest nust seek reinbursarent for su::h care £rem the
arrested pe:rsc:n's insurance or health-care cx:npany and
the person h1mse1f before the oounty or m.micipal.ity
is required to pay soch ce,sts.
- In those cases where the arrested person or prisc.ner
is unable to pay for rredl.cal arrl transportati.cn costs
incurred on hl.s behalf, the type of law that was violated,
rather than \tbich agency effected the arrest, will
dete:cnu.ne \o.W.ch agercy will mcur these expenses.
3
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CS/SB 260 by
EC C A and Senator Kirkpatrick

Present Situation:
Numerous opinions of the Attorney General (AGOs 72-346, 75-35,
75-47. 75-194, and 76-139) and at least one court case (Lee
Memorial Hospital v. Robert T. Durk1s, Sheriff of Hendry-
County, Second ofstrict Court oL Appeal, Case No. 82-487,
December 29, 1982) have said that under s. 951.23, F.S., and
the rules of the Department of Corrections (Rule 33-8.07,
F.A.C.), a sheriff has the duty to provide medical care for a
prisoner in his custody for violating a state criminal law
regardless of whether the arrest was made by a state or
municipal officer or whether the prisoner's illness or injury
existed before he was taken into the sheriff's custody. One of
the AGOs stated that a person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law is considered a
county prisoner in the custody of the sheriff from the time of
arrest by the municipal police officer. Also, a mun1c1pality
is responsible for the cost of medical care for municipal
prisoners, defined as "a person who is detained in a municipal
detention facility by reason of being charged with or convicted
of violation of municipal law or ordinance (s. 951.23 (1) (d),
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SUMMARY:
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2. CPP
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ACTION

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:

I.

REFERENCE

fl(

F .S.) . "

A March 9, 1983, ruling of the Fourth District C ourt of Appeal
of Florida appears to go against a previous AGO (75-47)
regarding the financial responsibility of the sheriff's office
in the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law. In that case, the
court ruled that because the injured person was taken to the
hospital for medical treatment before he was turned over to the
sheriff, he was not yet a county prisoner and therefore the
medical costs were net the responsibility of the sheriff's
office. Also, the person was not considered a municipal
prisoner because he was not arrested for violating a municipal
ordinance. As a result, the hospital treating the person, who
was indigent, could not hold the municipality or the sher1ff
liable for the arrested person's medical bill.
(City of
Plantation v. Humana, Inc. and Edward Stack, SherTIT-Of-Broward
C ounty, Fourth District Court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843,
March 9, 1983.)
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill places the financial responsibility for providing
medical care and transportation for a person 111, wounded, or
otherwise inJured during or at the time of arrest for violating
a state law or local ordinance on the person arrested. The
provider of such services must seek reimbursement first from
the arrested person's insurance company or health-care company
and then from the person himself. If that person does not have
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the abili ty to pay for the medical care and transportation, the
county 1s responsible for payment of the expenses if the arrest
1s for violation of a state law or county ordinance, or the
municipality if the arrest is for v1olat1on of a mun1c1pal
ordinance.
In add1t1on to assigning financial responsib1l1ty for these
particular medical and transportation costs, this bill
authorizes county and municipal detention facilities to seek
reimbursement for expenses incurred 1n providing all other
medical care and transportation to their prisoners. The
detention facilities must first seek reimbursement from the
prisoner or person recei�1ng such services and then from the
prisoner's insurance company, health care company, or other
sources. A prisoner must cooperate in seeking such
reimbursement. Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner
from receiving gain-time as provided by s. 951,21, F.S.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Persons arrested and persons placed in county er municipal
detention facilities would be required to pay the expenses
incurred in providLng them medical care and transportation.
Any savings realized by local governments are presumed to be
passed on ultimately to their taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Municipal and county governments would realize indeterminable
savings to the extent that they could transfer the cost of
medical care and transportation for their prisoners to those
prisoners or their insurance companies.

III.

COMMENTS:
An identical bill, HB 830, has been introduced in the House this
year.
A similar bill, SB 954, was reported favorably by ECCA in 1982.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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Sheriff's Liability For Medical Expenses Of Prisoners
September 24, 1980

------------------------------

L

-----------------------------

At issue in •this memorandum is yet another chapter in the
continuing saga of who pays for medical expenses incurred by
prisoners. In the situation at hand with the St. John's County
Sheriff, a suspect was shot by the St. Augustine City Police and
irmnediately taken to the hospital for medical treatment, shortly
after which he died. Indications are that the police had probable
cause to believe the suspect had committed the felony of breaking
and entering and/or burglary and that their intent was to arrest
him. However, from the facts given, it does not appear the suspect
was formally arrested, charged, or incarcerated in either a muni
cipal or county detention facility. This set of facts necessarily
raises questions as to whether the sheriff and the county should be
held liable for the medical expenses of this prisoner' when the
sheriff never had custody of the person nor had anything to do with
his injury or arrest.
11

1

There is a lack of controlling authority in this area, consisting
of two cases and numerous Attorney General Opinions. Early on, the
Attorney General set forth the general trend in this area, holding
the county and the sheriff liable for the costs of any medical treat
ment for a prisoner, regardless of if that person was arrested by a
state or municipal law enforcement agency. AGO 072-346. This
Opinion was repealed in AGO 075-35. Most applicable to the instant
situation is AGO 075-47 which resulted in the conclusion that "persons
charged with violating a state criminal statute, rather than a muni
cipal ordinance or law, who are arrested by a municipal officer,
taken directly to a hospital for medical care, and then taken to
the county detention facility are in fact "county prisoners' from
the time they are first taken into custody. 11 This conclusion, like
those of earlier AGO's, was based on the premise that "where municipal
officers are enforcing state law, they are acting on behalf of the
state and holding the prisoners in their capacities as officers for
the county.
As such, these prisoners are constructively prisoners
of the county, making the sheriff responsible for medical expenses
incurred.
11

Contrary to the opinions rendered by the Attorney General is the
holding of the County Court of Broward County in Kramer v. City of
Ft. Lauderdale, 47 Fla. Supp. 199 (1977). That case involved a suit
by a doctor t, recover the costs of treatment rendered to a prisoner
shot by a city policeman in the course of an arrest, who was later
incarcerated in county jail. The city argued for county liability
based on the aforementioned AGO's and the fact that the arrest was
for violation of a state law. Noting the lack of controlling C3Se
law as well as the non-binding nature of an AGO, the County Court
concluded that the municipality, not the county, was liable for
the medical expenses. This decLsion was based primarily on the fact
that only the city police were involved in the incident, the sherif£ 1 s
department having no participation in or any contact with either the
arrest, injury, or transportation of the prisoner, making him a muni
cipal prisoner at all times prior to his delivery to the county Jail.
The court also noted �hat AGO 075-47 was based on a situation involving
a stake-out by both city and county officers, not present in the
Kramer case nor in the St. John's situation.
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The most recent word on the subject is contained in Dade
County v. Hospital Affiliates International, Inc., 378 So-:--zcI 43
(Fla. 3d DCA, 1979). This court cites the AGO's on the subject
with approval, but found an absence of liability on the part of the
county or the sheriff for the medical expenses incurred by two persons
brought to the hospital by county officers after stabbing each other.
The basis of this holding was that since neither person had been
arrested or was in custody before or during their stay at the hospital,
there was no duty on the part of the county to provide medical care or
pay for such care. Although the opinion does not deal with a situation
analagous to that with the St. John's County case, it is instructive
as to the issue of custody. Clearly the implication present in this
Court's opinion i$ that, had the individuals been arrested or in
custody, the county would have been liable for the cost of medical
care, especially since county officers had picked up the individuals.
Citing to Melton v. State, 75 So.2d 291 (Fla. 1954), the Court sets
forth the requisites of an arrest: (1) An intention to effect an
arrest under a real or pretended authority; (2) An actual or construc
tive seizure or detention of a person by one having the power to
control that person, (3) A communication by the arresting officer
of an intention to arrest; (4) An understanding by the person to
be arrested of the officers• intent to arrest and detain. The opinion
goes on to note opinions from two other jurisdictions dealing with
hospitalized prisoners which stand for the proposition that an uncon
scious or hospitalized person may be under arrest an
n
· custody even
� dy and restraint
if he is unaware of his status as a prisoner. The cut
factors are the key. Bouldin v. State, 350 A2d 130
d. 1976);
Lutheran Medical Center v. City of Omaha, 281 NW 2d 786 (Neb 1979)
[Also note State v. Robbins, 359 So.2d 39 (Fla. 2d DCA, 1979), not "in
custody 11 where only temporarily detained and not formally arrested or
incarcerated.). Clearly present in the St. John's situation.
Thus, there are a number of factors considered by Court + s and tL�
Attorney General in rendering their opinions on the issue. There
the question of custody or arrest, the crime committed, the entity
making the arrest or injuring the prisoner, as well as the statutory
requirement of detention in a county facility. §951.23(l)(b) F.S
The Attorney General bases his opinions on the crimes committed
assuming that detention in a county facility will follow, whether
the prisoner is hospitalized f�rst or not. The Court in Kramer
focuses on the issue of who does the shooting and arresting, delaying
the time of county custody until the party is delivered to the county
jail. Hospital Affiliates does not reach the question since an
absence of detention or custody existed. The result is confusion
and uncertainty foY all who must deal with the problem.
For purposes of the St. John's County case and similar situation
the Kramer case seems most applicable due to the analagous factual
situation. Furthermore, common sense (as well as close reading of
the statute, §951.23 F.S.) favors this result. If the city cops want
to shoot them they should have to pay for them. However, common sense
does not always control and there is some question as to whether the
Kramer court would have reached the same result had the Hospital
Affiliates decision been in existanc e. Clearly, Hospital Affiliates
indicated an approval for the position of the Attorney General, a
position which would hold the sheriff responsible for medical costs
whenever anything but a municipal ordinance was violated. Should an
opinion of the Attorney General be sought based on the facts of the
present case, prior results certainly indicate that since a violation
of state law appeared to have occurred and since the individual certainly
would have been arrested and transferred to a county detention facility
had he recovered, the sheriff would be deemed responsible for the
medical costs incurred. One can only guess at the result should the
parties choose to litigate the matter through the appellate courts.
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However, considering the present status of the law, litigation
may be necessary to clarify the L,w. That is, of course, unless

the legislature should provide some guidelines or the sheriffs and
counties choose_to acquiesce in the opinions of the Attorney General
and pay the medical costs of every \\erson injured while being arrested
for committing a felony or misdemc .. mor.
[Please note: For extensive dlscussion of the source of
counties' duty to provide mediL'al care and the Hospital
Affiliates decision, see George Little's memorandum
contained in the file on this �ubject .. J
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r1 EM ORANDUM
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Ron Labasky
Paul Eakin

)ATJ::

12/22/81
Pa,rinent of Medical Bills bv t.he Sheriffs in the :,tate .,f
Florida

Jn the past, there have been several occa,;i.cns w:1ere t ,is
)ff 1.ce wa,; contacted by various 3hEriff Department:; inaui �ing a,; to
:heir responsibility regardinq the payment of medical bills for
pri:;oners entrusted to their custoc"iy t:hc:t. had been shot, l1osi:it,1liz•id
Jnd (arrest.eel by rrunicipal police'.
It is my opinion that ';his p ·ohlem
LS :;tarting to take on a different nature, in tha': '.)Ur Sh,�riffs are
:)ei11g suecl by private hospitals an<' 1:hysicians or ,;uecl as thitd par':v
jef,?ndant:3 by cities and their polic•= departments .. :i lawsiits illvol•,inq
:he respons:.bLlity for payment oE such prisoners' n-:?dical bills
.

?--

'c �

-' ,.- -' '';--- -)
"

(

J am presently handling a case for Sheriff Gilbe'�t ir rJkaloosa
QC::,
,::ounty wh<>n, the city police of Fort \·/alton Beach :;'.lot, ar.reste<I and
i1os,ntali,:ed their suspect.
The man was actually arrested some two ----::)!�
,,1ee::s later while he was still in the hospital and continued to sta;, iii':·'��
the hospital for three weeks after his arrest.
The Sheriff's
Dep,1rtment never became involved in the situation until the man was
· ;, �
re1,,ased which was well over a month after he had been ·initially shot r:: 1 1
However, due to the ,status of the law in F·lorida
�,
oy the city police.
�
and several Attorney General's opinions, Sheriff Gilbert is now facing
· (
the possibility of having to pay this man's $33,000 hospital bi'l.
•:

�-r

S).

,--(

This result will continue to occur to the Sheriffs of 'loricla
so lona as th-� law in Florida does nc•I: clel·ineate al: which point or
und?r what circumstances the cities End their police have to ta:e tie
fin,rnc1al r•�sponsibil1ty for their o,n actions.
I think it iE: 1 sh3me
t ha: peace cfficers of a municip�lJI:) can qo out ancl inve;tic11t,,
pursue, shoot and hospitalize a euspect, all without the �nowlelae �f
the Sheriff of the county and, monthE, later, when :he person is
released from the hospital into the c·ustody of the Sheriff, t.he
hospital se�cls the Sheriff its bil". for tens of thousands of dollars.
I would hope that the Florida Sheriffs Association would undE·1·tike to
cor=ect thi; situation this legielatjve session by introducir,c1 3 bill
to �ectify tte problem.
It is relief that the She�itfs and cou1ties
want and need at this time.

T
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to arrested persons; providing

-�

....J,,5s_

that the arresting agency is financially liable
for unpaid charges for medical care provided to

5

a person 1nJured during h1s arrest; providing

6

an effective date.

7
� ci

..

.2
:f
"'-:;
..,� :l!l
-c-�

8

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

9

·c..,

10
11

of prisoners.--Notw1thstand1ng any other prov1s1ons of law,

to

12

the financial responsibility for providing medical care and

8 :;

13

treatment for any person wounded or otherwise 1nJured in the

14

course of an arrest for any violation of state law or county

15

or municipal ordinance shall be the obligation of the

:,

16

arresting agency, to the extent that the person arrested does

o..!i

17

not have ability to pay for such care.

;; e

18

exist until such time as the person is released from custody,

0

19

.., -

or transferred to state custody.

20

"'ill
I;

"'e&.
� 0.

0�
�-g

--.. ..,
_..'e ;;;.e..
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.. .c
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21

Section 1.

Section 2.

Financial responsibility for medical care

Such obligation shall

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

22

*****************************************
24

SENATE SUMMARY

25

Makes the arresting agency responsible for paying the
medical bills of a patient wounded while he was being
arrested, to the extent that the patient cannot pay such
bills.

26
27
28
29
30
31

1
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SUBJECT:

Arrested Persons

I.
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BtLL !lo, A.ND SPONSOR:
SB 954 by
Senator Kirkpatrick

SIJM1ARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The Florida Statutes contain no statement as to which law
enforcarent agency is resi;x::msible for the rredical bills of a
person 1.njurecl while being arrested. A situation has arisen
l.Il Okaloosa County in which the city police of Fort Wal ton
Beach shot a person in the course of an arrest for a violation
of state law. 'Ihe Okaloosa Cotmty Sheriff's Departnent was not
aware of the situation tIDtil the person was released. from the
hospital 5 weeks later. The sheriff's departnent is involved
in a lawsuit ill which the hospital is trying to recover the
$33,000 hospital bill frcm the departnent.
A sheriff's department's liability for the hospital bill of a
person injured wlu.le being arrested by another law enforcerrent
agency is not clear-cut. AGO 75-47 provides:
It can be concluded. that persons charged. with violating
a state criminal statute, rather than a municipal
ordinance or law, who are arrested by a muru.cipal
officer, t.aken directly to a hospital for rredical care,
and then taken to the county detention facility, are in
fact "county prisoners" from the tine they are first
taken into custody. This oonclusion is not affected by
the fact that, due to the errergency situation, the prisoners
are taken directly to a hospital by municipal officers
without first being routed. through the county jail \:Jefore
hospitalization or by the fact that the sheriff does not
fomally accept custody of th.em prior to their hospitali
zation. Where r,unicipa.l officers are enforcing state law,
they are acting on behalf of the state and holding prisoners
in their capacities as officers for the counties; thus their
prisoners are constructively county prisoners, and the
sheriff is resp:>nsible for any m::dical expenses incurred
in their treatrrent and care.
AG:J 75-47 is based on the definition of "county prisoner" set out
in s. 951.23, F,.s., and Rule lOB-8.08, F.A.C., which has since
been repealed. Rule lOB-8.08, F.A.C., stated that the officer in
charge of a detention facility shall provide for the medical care,
including physician's care and hospitalization, for inrrates.
'Ihe outcome of the Okaloosa County case will not be knCMn, at.
least for several nnnths as 1.t is still m the pleading stage.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
'Ihis bill would make the arresting agency financially responsible
for providi.ng medical care and treatment for any person inJured
in the course of an arrest for any violatio n of state law or
county or .rm.nucipa.l ordinance, to the extent the person arrested
does not have the ability to pay for such care.

Date

Febrtl'!l'.Y 16, 1982

Page

2 of 2

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Di rector:
Subject:

II.

Crockett
Burnside
Arrested Persons

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 954 by
Senator Kirkpatrick

EXXN:MJ:C IMPACr AND FISCAL NOI'E:

A. Public:
Those pt?.rsons inJured m the course of an arrest wuld be
prirrarily resp:,nsible for their nedical bills. The anotmt
of noney which tlus t.\OUld ultim:ltely save the public can not
be deterntlned.
B.

G:,verrm,nt:

Each arresting agency may ultimately save noney by requiring
the arrested person to pay for rredical care to the extent that
the individual 1s financially able.
III.

CCM>1lliTS:
'111.e new nile regarding rredical care of prisoners in county and
municipal detent1.0n facilities is a :rule of the Depart:rrent of
Corrections, 33-8.07, F.A.C.

IV.

AMEffllMENTS:

None
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A bill to be entitled
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An act relating to county and municipal

3

prisoners; creating s. 951 031, Florida

4

Statutes; providing that the arresting agency

5

is financially responsible for certain unpaid

6

charges for medical care provided ta such

7

prisoners; creating s. 951 032, Florida

8

Statutes, authorizing the arresting agency to

9

seek reimbursement for expenses incurred in

·;::"\'.]

10

providing medical care to a prisoner; providing

·-

11

that prisoners who willfully refuse to

12

cooperate in seeking reimbursement shall not

0..
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0. 0.
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0 0.
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13

receive gain-time for good conduct; providing

14

an effective date.

15
16

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

17
18
19

Section 1.

Section 951.031, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

. .,,

20

• 0

21

prisoners --Notwithstanding any other provision of Jaw, the

"
o_0

22

financial responsibility for pr�v1d1ng medical care and

23

treatment for any person wounded or otherwise inJured at the

24

time of arrest for any violation of state law or county or
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municipal ordinance shall be the obligation of the arresting
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951.031

Financ1al responsibility for med1cal care of
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agency, to the extent that the person arrested does not have
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the ability to pay for such care.
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until such time as the person is released from custody or

29

transferred to state custody
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Section 2

31

created to read.

Such obligation shall exist

Section 951.032, Florida Statutes, is
1
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(1)

Reimbursement for medical expenses.--

The arresting agency may seek reimbursement for

J

expenses incurred 1n providing medical care and treatment to

4

any prisoner.

5

pursuant to this section, reimbursement shall be sought in the

6

following order;

If the arresting agency seeks reimbursement

7

(a)

From the prisoner or person charged.

8

(b}

From insurance companies, health care

9

corporations, or other sources if the prisoner or person

10

charged 1s covered by an insurance policy or subscribes to a

11

health care corporat1on or other source for those expenses
(2)

12

A prisoner who receives medical care or treatment

13

shall cooperate with the arresting agency 1n seeking

14

reimbursement under subsection (l)(b) for medical expenses

15

incurred by the arresting agency for the prisoner.

16

who willfully refuses to cooperate with the arresting agency

17

shall not receive gain•time or commutation of time for good

18

conduct as provided by s. 951.21.
Section 3.

19

20

A prisoner

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.
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SENATE SUMMARY

24

Requires an arresting agency to be financially
responsible for providing medical care for a person
1n)Ured during his arrest
Authorizes the arresting
agency to seek reimbursement for medical care and
treatment provided to a prisoner from the prisoner or his
insurance company. Prohioits a prisoner from receiving
gain-time or commutation of time £or good conduct if he
fails to cooperate with the agency in seek�ng
re:i.mbursement.
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:

I,

REFERENCE
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Present Situation:
Numerous opinions of the Attorney General {AGOs 72-346, 75-35,
75-47, 75-194, and 76-139) and at least one court case (Lee
Memorial Hospital v. Robert T. Durkis, Sheriff of Hendry-
County, Second District Court of Appeal, Case No. 82-487,
December 29, 1982) have said that under s. 951.23, F.S., and
the rules of the Department of Corrections (Rule 33-8.07,
F.A.C.), a sheriff has the duty to provide medical care for a
prisoner in his custody for violating a state criminal law
regardless of whether the arrest was made by a state or
municipal officer or whether the prisoner's illness or injury
existed before he was taken into the sheriff's custody. One of
the AGOs stated that a person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law is considered a
county prisoner in the custody of the sheriff from the time of
arrest by the municipal police officer. Also, a municipality
is responsible for the cost of medical care for municipal
prisoners, defined as "a person who is detained in a municipal
detention facility by reason of being charged with or convicted
of violation of municipal la" or ordinance (s. 951.23 (1) (d),

F .. s.} .. II

A March 9, 1983, ruling of the Fourth District Court of Appeal
of Florida appears to go against a previous AGO (75-47)
regarding the financial responsibility of the sheriff's office
in the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law. In that case, the
court ruled that because the injured person was taken to the
hospital for medical treatment before he was turned over to the
sheriff, he was not yet a county prisoner and therefore the
medical costs were not the responsibility of the sheriff 1 s
office. Also, the person was not considered a municipal
prisoner because he was not arrested for violating a municipal
ordinance. As a result, the hospital treating the person, who
was indigent, could not hold the municipality or the sheriff
liable for the arrested person 1 s medical bill.
(City of
Plantation v. Humana, Inc. and Edward Stack, Sheriff of Broward
County, Fourth District court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843,
March 9, 1983.)
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill places the financial responsibility for providing
medical care for a person wounded or otherwise inJured at the
time of arrest for violating a state law or local ordinance on
the person arrested. If that person does not have the ability
to pay for such care, the arresting agency is responsible for
payment of the medical expenses.
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In addition to assigning financial responsibility for these
particular medical costs, this bill authorizes arresting
agencies to seek reimbursement for expenses incurred in
providing any medical care to any prisoners. The arresting
agency must first seek reimbursement from the prisoner or
person charged and then from the prisoner's insurance company,
health care company, or other sources. A prisoner must
cooperate with the arresting agency 1n seeking such
reimbursement. Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner
from receiving gain-time or commutation of time for good
conduct.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Any savings realized by local governments are presumed to be
passed on ultimately to their taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Municipal and county governments would realize indeterminable
savings to the extent that they could transfer the cost of
medical care for their prisoners to those prisoners or their
insurance companies. Municipalities and state government would
incur all of the medical costs pertaining to every prisoner
arrested by municipalities or state agents and delivered to the
sheriff for violating state criminal laws, at least to the
extent that these costs are unable to be transferred to the
prisoner or his insurance company. These costs currently are
paid by the county sheriff.

III.

COMMENTS:
It is not clear in the newly created s. 951.031, F.S., whether the
term "wounded or otherwise injured at the time of arrest" refers to
injuries sustained by the person prior to the act of arrest or
during and as a result of the arrest, or both. According to the
Florida Sheriff's Association, which drafted the bill, the wording
1s intended to cover both situations.
By using the term "arresting agency" in s. 951.032, F.S., the
situation could occur where a municipal police department would be
the agency authorized to seek reimbursement for medical costs of a
county prisoner that a municipal officer arrested and turned over
to the sheriff for violating a state criminal law. The medical
care could be for an illness contracted while 1n the county jail
(as opposed to an injury at the time of arrest), but the sheriff
could not seek reimbursement of the costs from the prisoner because
the sheriff was not the "arresting agency".
An identical bill, HB 830, has been introduced 1n the House this
year.
A similar bill, SB 954, was reported favorably by ECCA in 1982.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.
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Present Situation:
Numerous opinions of the Attorney General (AGOs 72-346, 75-35,
75-47, 75-194, and 76-139) and at least one court case (Lee
Memorial Hospital v. Robert T. Durkis, Sheriff of Hendry-
County, Second District Court of Appeal, Case No. 82-487,
December 29, 1982) have said that under s. 951.23, F.S., and
the rules of the Department of Corrections (Rule 33-8.07,
F.A.C.), a sheriff has the duty to provide medical care for a
prisoner in his custody for violating a state criminal law
regardless of whether the arrest was made by a state or
municipal officer or whether the prisoner's illness or injury
existed before he was taken into the sheriff's custody. One of
the AGOs stated that a person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law is considered a
county prisoner in the custody of the sheriff from the time of
arrest by the municipal police officer. Also, a municipality
is responsible for the cost of medical care for municipal
prisoners, defined as "a person who is detained in a municipal
detention facility by reason of being charged with or convicted
of violation of municipal law or ordinance (s. 951.23 (1) (d),
F.S.). II
A March 9, 1983, ruling of the Fourth District Court of Appeal
of Florida appears to go against a previous AGO (75-47)
regarding the financial responsibility of the sheriff's office
in the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law. In that case, the
court ruled that because the injured person was taken to the
hospital for medical treatment before he was turned over to the
sheriff, he was not yet a county prisoner and therefore the
medical costs were not the responsibility of the sheriff's
office. Also, the person was not considered a municipal
prisoner because he was not arrested for violating a municipal
ordinance. As a result, the hospital treating the person, who
was indigent, could not hold the municipality or the sheriff
liable for the arrested person's medical bill.
(City of
Plantation v� Humana, Inc. and Edward Stack, Sheriff of Broward
County, Fourth District Court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843,
March 9, 1983.)

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes,
This bill places the financial responsibility for providing
medical care and transportation for a person ill, wounded, or
otherwise injured during or at the time of arrest for violating
a state law or local ordinance on the person arrested. The
provider of such services must seek reimbursement first from
the arrested person's insurance company or health-care company
and then from the person himself. If that person does not have
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the ability to pay for the medical care and transportation, the
county is responsible for payment of the expenses if the arrest
is for violation of a state law or county ordinance, or the
municipality if the arrest is for violation of a municipal
ordinance.
In addition to assigning financial responsibility for these
particular medical and transportation costs, this bill
authorizes county and municipal detention facilities to seek
reimbursement for expenses incurred in providing all other
medical care and transportation to their prisoners. The
detention facilities must first seek reimbursement from the
prisoner or person receiving such services and then from the
prisoner 1 s insurance company, health care company, or other
sources. A.prisoner must cooperate in seeking such
reimbursement. Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner
from receiving gain-time as provided bys. 951.21, F.S.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Persons arrested and persons placed in county or municipal
detention facilities would be required to pay the expenses
incurred in providing them medical care and transportation.
Any savings realized by local governments are presumed to be
passed on ultimately to their taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Municipal and county governments would realize indeterminable
savings to the extent that they could transfer the cost of
medical care and transportation for their prisoners to those
prisoners or their insurance companies.

III.

COMMENTS:
An identical bill, HB 830, has been introduced in the House this
year.
A similar bill, SB 954, was reported favorably by ECCA in 1982.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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SUBJECT:

CS/SB 260 by
ECCA and Senator Kirkpatrick

Present Situation:
Numerous opinions of the Attorney General (AGOs 72-346, 75-35,
75-47, 75-194, and 76-13 9) and at least one court case (Lee
Memorial Hospital v. Robert T. Durkis, Sheriff of Hendry-
County, Second District Court of Appeal, Case No. 82-487,
December 29, 1982) have said that under s. 951.23, F.S., and
the rules of the Department of Corrections (Rule 33-8.07,
F.A.C.), a sheriff has the duty to provide medical care for a
prisoner in his custody for violating a state criminal law
regardless of whether the arrest was made by a state or
municipal officer or whether the prisoner's illness or injury
existed before he was taken into the sheriff's custody. One of
the AGOs stated that a person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law is considered a
county prisoner in the custody of the sheriff from the time of
arrest by the municipal police officer. Also, a municipality
is responsible for the cost of medical care for municipal
prisoners, defined as "a person who 1s detained in a municipal
detention facility by reason of being charged with or convicted
of violation of municipal law- or ordinance (s. 951.23(1) (d),
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REFERENCE
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A March 9, 1983, ruling of the Fourth District Court of Appeal
of Florida appears to go against a previous AGO (75-47)
regarding the financial responsibility of the sheriff's office
in the case of an injured person arrested by a municipal police
officer for violating a state criminal law. In that case, the
court ruled that because the injured person was taken to the
hospital for medical treatment before he was turned over to the
sheriff, he was not yet a county prisoner and therefore the
medical costs were not the responsibility of the sheriff's
office. Also, the person was not considered a municipal
prisoner because he was not arrested for violating a municipal
ordinance. As a result, the hospital treating the person, who
was indigent, could not hold the municipality or the sheriff
(City of
liable for the arrested person 1 s medical bill.
Plantation v. Humana, Inc. and Edward Stack, Sheriff of Broward
County, Fourth District Court of Appeal, Case No. 80-1843,
March 9, 1983.)
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill places the financial responsibility for providing
medical care and transportation for a person 111, wounded, or
otherwise injured during or at the time of arrest for violating
a state law or local ordinance on the person arrested. The
provider of such services must seek reimbursement first from
the arrested person's insurance company or health-care company
and then from the person himself. If that person does not have
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the ability to pay for the medical care and transportation, the
county is responsible for payment of the expenses if the arrest
is for violation of a state law or county ordinance, or the
municipality if the arrest is for violation of a municipal
ordinance.
In addition to assigning financial responsibility for these
particular medical and transportation costs, this bill
authorizes county and municipal detention facilities to seek
reimbursement for expenses incurred in providing all other
medical care and transportation to their prisoners. The
detention facilities must first seek reimbursement from the
prisoner or person receiving such services and then from the
prisoner's insurance company, health care company, or other
sources. � prisoner must cooperate in seeking such
reimbursement. Refusal to cooperate will prevent the prisoner
from receiving gain-time as provided by s. 951.21, F.S.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public,
Persons arrested and persons placed in county or municipal
detention facilities would be required to pay the expenses
incurred in providing them medical care and transportation.
Any savings realized by local governments are presumed to be
passed on ultimately to their taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Municipal and county governments would realize indeterminable
savings to the extent that they could transfer the cost of
medical care and transportation for their prisoners to those
prisoners or their insurance companies.

III.

COMMENTS:
An identical bill, CS/HB 830, was ordered enrolled on June 1, 1983.
A similar bill, SB 954, was reported favorably by ECCA in 1982.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.

•

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTt FOR SENATE BILL 260

- Transportation costs are added to the expenses for which
a=ested persons and prisoners in county and municipal
detention facilities will be financially responsible.
- '!he provider of specified services to persons who are
ill, wounded, or otherwise injured during or at the time
of arrest must seek reimburserrent for such care from the
arrested person's insurance or health-care canpany and
the person himself before the county or municipality
is required to pay such costs.
- In those cases where the arrested person or prisoner
is unable to pay for rredical and transportation costs
incurred on his behalf, the type of law that was violated,
rather than which agency effected the arrest, will
determine which agency will in= these expenses.
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